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Coed's Case
Thrown Out
By SANDY HOGUE
Staff Writer
Monday night, the High
Court refused to hear the case
of a coed who was charged
with signing out to a destination to which she did not go
and spending the night in a
man's apartment without permission from her parents.
A motion to dismiss the
case on the grounds that the
defendant had not been fully
advised of her rights was presented by the defense attorney.
The defense claimed that in
charging the defendant, Dean
of Women Susan G. Delony
had failed to advise the defendant she had the right to
consult an attorney before
being questioned.
The defense also maintained
Delony had indicated the defendant would be obligated to
make a statement at a later
date if she chose not to do so
at the first questioning.
The prosecuting attorney
then stated, after speaking
with Delony, the defendant
had been advised she did not
have to make a statement and
anything she said might be
used against her in court.
Although the prosecuting attorney did not question that
the defendant had not been
advised of her right to counsel,
he maintained knowledge of
some of these rights is equivalent to being fully advised.
However, the court disagreed. It ruled that, "If advising a defendant of his righ:s
is to be a part of our proce-

SSOC Is
Approved
The Clemson Chapter ofthe
Southern Student Organizing
Committee was recognized as
an approved student organization Monday by the Student
Senate.
A spokesman for the group
said it was formed because the
present student government is
"either powerless to effect reforms or does not want reform."
Speaking on the history of
the parent organization, he
said it was formed in April,
1964 at a conference in Nashville, Tenn. Student leaders
from 10 Southern states felt
that their major need was a
"structure for communication,
for exchange of information
and experience, and for
mutual support."
He noted that in North
Carolina a representative
from headquarters in their region is supported by all the
SSOC groups. This person
advises the groups and helps
them to become a "viable,
multi-issue-oriented
student
movement."
"The existence of an active
chapter atFurman University
opens the possibility for intercampus activities," he added.

dure,, we must hold tenaciously to it. To make exceptions,
even in the case of a signed
confession, would be to
destroy these rights entirely.
This is not the goal of the
High Court or the university
administration. The procedure was violated, and the
court is not entitled, therefore,
to hear the case."
The decision by the court
not to hear the case will be sent
to Vice-President of Student
Affairs Walter T. Cox.
In another case before High
Court Monday night a freshman male student was found
guilty of an obscene act.
The student had previously
been convicted, but appealed
hi s case to the Appeals Court
and had been granted a retrial
because testimony from a witness who had already witnessed and then sat in on the
rest of the trial before offering
more testimony was used.
Defense Attorney Terry
Clyne requested the court not
to admit the testimony of this
witness, Jimmy Livingston, as
evidence because he "is a
biased witness."
The court denied Clyne's request, and Livingston was allowed to take a stand because
the court ruled he had been allowed to take the stand in the
first trial.
Livingston, a hall monitor
on D-4 of Johnstone Hall,
said the defendant had bared
his buttocks to the public from
his window on D-5. Livingston, who was standing outside the dorms, took his date
over to stand with a student
policeman while he went up to
the room.
Livingston said he found
several boys in the room, but
they refused to tell him their
names or show them their I.D.
cards. Livingston then turned
the whole room in to the
authorities and the next morning, a student who had not
been in the room when Livingston got there came to Livingston and told him he had done
it.
Bob Applebaum, a witness
for the defense, said he had
been in the room at the time
of the offense. Applebaum stated the act was spontaneous,
not premeditated, and the defendant was goaded into the
stunt.
The defendant, himself,said
he was goaded and didnotdo
it to exhibit himself to anyone, but "just for the hell of
it."
The defendant's hall supervisor said that the defendant
had never given him any
trouble and had participated
in intramural football and Rat
Season.
After statements by the prosecution and the defense, the
court found the defendant
guilty and recommended the
punishment of a written reprimand, one week of room arrest, and probation until May
of 1970.

Committee Studies
ROTC Question
By DENNIS BOLT
Managing Editor

Owings, an Alumni English
Professor, said, in his opinion, it seemed that "students
had already been consulted
through the Student Senate
when that body passed the resolution some weeks ago declaring its opposition to mandatory ROTC."
Owings also said he could
express no opinions or other
personal feelings on the subject, because he wanted to
avoid any prejudiced committee results and desired to be as
objective as possible throughout the committee's sessions
on compulsory military training.
The professor continvfed
that he had no idea how the

The Clemson Board of
Trustees decided Tuesday to
consider a student petition
opposing mandatory ROTC as
information and refer it to the
Trustee Frank Jervey, the
Advisory Committee on Long only board member residing
Range Academic Planning and
-Littlejohn
in Clemson, said he was sure
three other university agenthe Board has "not closed its
cies.
eyes to any legitimate reThe Board, meeting in ColClemson Junior High School, burned for the fourth time in its history, is shown
quests in this broad area of
umbia contrary to announcehere gutted from the fire thai struck Saturday night, leaving extensive damage.
interest."
ments that it would meet here,
acted upon the recommendaEdwards was out of town
tions of its Educational Policy
on
business and unavailable
and Student Affairs Committee
for comment.
and University PresidentRobert C. Edwards.
The other bodies to study
the ROTC controversy are the
Faculty Senate, the governing
organ of the faculty; the CurA fire broke out Monday smoke damage. The remaincular reason to suspect arson riculum Committee, responmorning at 5 a.m. in the prin- ing seven classroom received
at this time.
sible for changes in Univercipal's office at the Clemson no damage in the fire.
sity curricula; and the EducaClasses
were resumed
Junior High School.
tional Council, responsible for
Rumors
of
arson
were
cirTuesday
after
they
were
susJames P. Burns, Fire Chief
recommendations
on
all
culated when it was learned
pended on Monday. All classof the Clemson Volunteer Fire
phases
of
educational
policy.
that SLED agents were called
rooms, including those which
Department, reported that no
University Counsel and Asreceived smoke damage, were
cause for the fire has been de- in to investigate the fire.
sistant
to the President A.
By DONNA SMITH
or French 101 for students
Burns stated that the investibeing used. Because the cafetermined.
majoring in such areas.
Staff Writer
gation by SLED was custo- teria at the junior high school Wood Rigsby said the commitThe office, cafeteria, and litees recommendations will be
mary because the fire occurcan not be used, the students
Smith said this would probrary received extensive daStudent Senate unanimoussubmitted to Edwards who will
vide more uniformity for stuare
being
bussed
to
Morrison
mage; four classrooms and the red in a public building. Burns
ly
re-passed
a
bill
Monday
in turn make his recommendents majoring in a certain
night providing for two-thirds
cafeteria's kitchen received
also said there was no parti- Elementary School for lunch. dations to the Board of Trusdiscipline, since some instrucvote
of
the
student
body
to
tees at their Spring meeting.
override a veto on legislation tors present subject matter acThe Advisory Committee on by the vice president of student cording to the make-up of the
class.
Long-Range Academic Planaffairs.
ning is a recently organized
A bill establishing proceThe
bill
had
been
returned
committee to review all aca- to the Senate unsigned after dures for launching Senate
demic programs as part of the
investigations of campus orUniversity Counsel A. Wood
self-study currently underway Rigsby stated this measure ganizations was re-passed.
The legislation had been
in conjunction with the Uni- was "not within the parameversity's accreditation by the ters of student government vetoed by Cox because he felt
it was vague in its definition of
Southern Association of jurisdiction."
campus organizations, and
Schools and Colleges which
The bill passed favorably because of the provision that
cording to Coakley.
beer and wines in student
comes up for renewal in 1972.
out of Judiciary Committee one-third of the Senate could
By RANDAL ASHLEY
lounges and club rooms. No
By state law, a 21-year-old
Faculty members of the
in original form, and was pre- initiate any investigation. Cox
Assistant News Ed.
final decision has been made
student could drink any alco- committee are WilliamC. Bosented on the floor of the said he felt this should be a
on this question, Coakley
holic beverage in his room. wen, Marvin A. Owings, James
Senate by the committee chair- majority.
"The new student regulation said, but he "did not think
The new student regulation
man Andy Cochet.
M.
Stepp,
James
N.
Thurston,
concerning consumption of these rooms will be included
on this will be decided after
Another bill limiting Cox to
beer and wine will be patterned in the regulation."
consultation with ABC offi- William B. Barlage, Muriel
THE DRINKING BILL, al- ten days for approval or disBoyd Bishop, Stanley M. Lukaafter state laws to the maxicials, Coakley stated.
lowing students to drink alcoState law defines "all beers,
approval for legislation
mum extent possible,"Deanof
Coakley emphasized that wecki, Edward S. Olson and holic beverages in their
passed unfavorably out of
Men George C. Coakleytolda ales, porters, and other simiWayne
R.
Sitterly.
the
new
regulation
would
not
student group gathered at the lar malt or fermented bevercommittee because Cochet
Also, Harold N. Cooledge, rooms, was returned unsigned
go into effect until the bill is
age containing not in excess
by Dean Walter Cox because
YMCA.
said "an agreement has been
Chester
R.
Freeze,
Harriet
finally signed by Cox and that
he "feels the provisions could
made between Dean Cox and
Coakley said Vice President of five per cent of alcohol by
R.
Holman,
Hugh
H.
Macaustudents
could
still
be
prosebe liberalized more."
myself that he will give us the
for Student Affairs Walter T. weight and all wines containcuted
in
student
courts
under
lay
and
Averett
S.
Tombes.
Sr. Senator Storme Young
standing of each bill he reCox and University Counsel ing not in excess of 21 per
the present rule. He interpretAdministrative
members was asked if the Hall Superceives."
A. Wood Rigsby have revised cent by volume" as nonaled the new regulation as a are Victor Hurst, Dean of the visors and Monitors were enthe wordintr of the bill and will cocholic.
trend toward governing stu- University; Claud B. Green, forcing the present drinking
return it to Student Senate
In compliance with this law,
dents by state and federal laws Assistant Dean of the Univer- regulations.
Cochet also announced that
for approval of their revisions. 18 year old students could cononly. He said "the larger a
High
Court had ruled that
sity; F.I. Brownley Jr., Dean
sume beer and wine in their
university becomes, the less it
The bill will probably be dormitory rooms, "their con"At our last Hall Supervis- Women's Student Association
of
the
GraduateSchooljandthe
can act as a parent away from
returned to Cox and signed tracted place of residence," acors and Hall Monitors meet- had the right to establish their
academic deans.
home."
by the beginning of second
ing, Mr. Lomax told us not own procedures and rules.
semester, according to Coakto try to enforce the present
The exact status of the body
ley.
regulation because he felt it had been in question since the
wouldn't hold up in civil beginning of the semester. A
Coakley said that Cox, Rigcourt," Young said. He added
sby, and Gordon Edgin, presiConstitutional
amendment
that Lomax (assistant dean of last spring gave WSA the right
dent of the Student Senate,
men) advised them not to pub- to pass dormitory legislation
were consulting with the Allicize the announcements ofthe for: coeds, but through an apcoholic Beverage Control
meeting until the drinking bill parent oversight by WSA offiBoard to insure conformance
had been signed.
with state law.
cers, the proposed constitution
Another matter to be conwas never ratified by twosidered is the consumption of
Presently state law defines thirds of enrolled coeds.
alcoholic
beverages as con"Their
arguments
therefore
Cochet
also
announced
his
The constitutions for the
By MIKE SMITH
could only put forth one point decision to try to amend the taining at least five per cent Southern Students Organizing
Staff Writer
of view, that of those people
Student Body Constitution
alcohol, which would exclude
Committee, the Clemson Rugwho support disorganization which sets up WSA as a sepa- most beer.
by team, and the Rowing Club
The Clemson University
without reservation therefore rate branch of Student GovHigh Court ruled Monday
The Senate also passed are- were approved. The SSOC
perpetuating the unconstitu- ernment to provide for a connight that the Womens' Stusolution
presented by Jr. Sena- was defined as an organizational operation of WSA. This stitution for the organization
dent Association did not need
tor Mike Smith requesting spe- tion designed to serve as a
would
seem
to
be
a
part
of
a
and
for
the
Senate
to
have
a constitution.
conspiracy to finalize those power of recall over any WSA cial sections be set up in basic forum for students interested
The hearing was held after
in campus and social reforms.
courses such as English 101
attempts which would permit legislation.
a senator proposed a resolua
double
standard
to
evolve
tion asking High Court to deon campus and to further the
cide the WSA controversy.
political ambitions and the inJunior Senator Andy Cochet
satiable desire for public noing student rights. He warned
brought the case to hearing
toriety on the part of Senator
that if the administration resaying that WSA did need to
Cochet.
fused to work through such
have
a
constitution
to
funcrational, responsible chan"This is a prime illustration
tion as a separate branch of
nels, the university could be
of the state of degeneracy and
Student
Government.
Senior
faced with having to deal with
neutral puppetry that the High
Senator Cheryl Jensen opirresponsible groups such as
Court of Clemson University
posed
Cochet's
position.
Students for a Democratic Sohas
achieved. Let us hope that
The controversy arose sevciety and Southern Students
there will soon come a day
eral weeks ago when the failOrganizing Committee.
that this now enept body will
ure to ratify the WSA Constiacquire enough sense to know
tution left the organization
when to come out of the rain.
Rogers said he felt there without operative rules. WSA
At this time, I can only acwould be a definite possibithen amended the earlier Conknowledge with regret to my
stitution.
lity that student demonstrafellow students that contations could occur if the AdminAfter the hearing, a contro- gious and irritating feeling
istration failed to meet some
versy arose as to the legality
of helplessness and disgust"
of the student demands. "If
of the procedure.
Beach contends that the enthey do fail to make these deAttorney General Harris
tire hearing was illegal bemands, then only the AdminBeach
stated:
"I
believe
that
cause the court by-passed all
istration could be held responthe High Court of Clemson
normal channels when the
sible for any ensuing results,"
University is no longer capahearing was not routed
he said.
ble of functioning as a judi- through his office.
cial body. The Court heard
The need for some way to
High Court Chairman Bill
arguments concerning WSA
remove inefficient administraDePass said he informed
in a case which all normal
—Littlejohn
tors from office was recogCochet that the hearing could
channels were circumvented
nized by Rogers. He offered no
be held Monday if Cochet
in a blatant attempt to perdefinite solutions to the probwould have the action appetuate a fraud. The case in
lem but suggested that some
question was argued by Sena- proved by Beach. Cochet said
program such as the teacher
he did not contact Beach, nor
tors Cheryl Jensen and Andy
The new Clemson Infirmary, to open soon, features the most modern in rooms and
evaluation program could be
Cochet, both advocates of did he understand from
medical facilities. The patient room shown above is one indication of the new inestablished.
DePass that he was to do so.
WSA.
firmary's modern accommodations.

Gutted Junior High School

Clemson Junior High
Burns For Fourth Time

Senate Repasses
Override Bill

Drinking Rules To Fit
State Consumption Laws

Beach Slaps Cochet
For WSA Hearing

Rogers Not Satisfied
With Board's Action
By DONNA SMITH
Staff Writer
Student Body President Tim
Rogers stated in his WSBF
press conference Thursday
afternoon he had not expected
the Clemson Board of Trustees to pass a definite judgment on the future status of
mandatory ROTC Tuesday.
Rogers said that in view of
the fact that the present Board
of Trustees is, in his opinion,
"chronologically and physically out of touch with Clemson University in 1968," he
was not at all surprised at the
outcome of the Tuesday meeting.
By sending the ROTC question to a long-range curriculum planning committee, Rogers said that the Board had,
in effect, tabled the question.
He stated that the students had
made it clear how many of
them felt about the issue
through the student petition,
the YMCA resolution, and the
Senate Resolution.

Rogers reminded the student
body that "an old, conservative, entrenched Board of
Trustees cannot be expected
to act on every request the
students make."
He said there is a need to
reevaluate the way the Board
of Trustees is set up. Because
he feels the majority of the
trustees are so out of touch
with the University students,
Rogers said, "I don't think
that they are in the best position to make a decision of this
type."
Rogers revealed that he and
the
Student Government
branches would be making
some definite "demands regarding the rights of the students." He emphasized that
the student government will be
making demands of the University administration, not requests.
He said it would be advisable for the administration to
work reasonably with the student government in granting
some of the demands concern-

committee would go about
making its findings. He said
he was certain the committee
would consider information
on both sides of the issue and
would be as fair as possible
in its findings.

New Infirmary
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Electoral College Outmoded?
By RANDY PEELE
Off Campus Editor
The Electoral College — reliable or worthless? This question is a prominent one in the
minds of Americans following
the recent presidential election.
Does the present system still
accomplish the purpose for

which it was designed in the
Constitution?
Alexander
Hamilton felt at that time that
the average American did not
have the intelligence to have
his vote choose who would
lead the nation.
The Electoral College was
established as a compromise
to allow distribution of power
between the small and large

a most Horrible
and nefarious
ofer«-

Mark Time* March
The mandatory ROTC issue has
been resolved — at least temporarily — by the Board of Trustees.
The entire matter was sent to the
Advisory Committee on LongRange Academic Planning; the Curriculum Committee; and the Educational Council.
The committees' recommendations will be submitted to President R. C. Edwards, who will present his recommendation to the
Board of Trustees in their spring
meeting.
So it seems some sort of decision
will be reached before next academic year. But it is highly unlikely that the present military system will be changed into a voluntary one.
One reason for this pessimism is
the glaring absence of students on
any of the committees. Yet President Edwards stated that manda-

tory ROTC should be dealt with
"intelligently by the people concerned with the entire academic
processes at the University."
The petition was originally initiated by students and completed by
students. Data concerning the advantages and disadvantages of mandatory ROTC was published in The
Tiger.
But now the final decision is out
of the hands of the students. We
suggest that steps be taken to place
students on curriculum committees
in the future.
However, at present, we must
criticize the reasoning behind the
logic of submitting the question of
Voluntary vs. Mandatory ROTC to
a long-range committee. Had the
academic structure of a curricula
been drastically changed, then the
logic of referring such a question
to a committee would be justified.

In, In Again
The newly - created Tri-Level
Committee composed of students,
faculty and administrators showed
great promise during the first days
of its conception.
Since that time, however, something has occurred that casts a
shadow on the future usefulness of
the committee.
Wednesday afternoon the longawaited class cut bill was approved
. in amended form by the committee.
The bill grants unlimited cuts for
300 and 400 level courses.
However, the bill was amended
to restrict juniors and seniors to
the number of cuts outlined in the
regulations for 100 and 200 level
courses. Thus a sophomore taking
a 300 level course would be allowed
more cuts than a senior taking a
200 level course.
The reasoning behind this decision was apparently a desire to retain a certain consistency in classroom attendance. It was argued
that many professors would object
to the additional paper work imposed upon them by classifying
each student on the roll according

to class standing.
It was also argued that the distraction of having seniors and juniors attend class at will would be
detrimental to the underclassmen
taking the course.
Apparently forgotten were the
many criticisms levelled at the
present class cut policy, which
makes no distinction as to the relative maturity of the student. The
rules were made according to
course number, completely disregarding the heterogenity of the lower number classes.
So finally, when it appears that
an intelligent, broad-minded, farsighted committee would finally alleviate the inequities of the existing class cut system, the committee
passes a measure with absolutely
no logic whatsoever behind it.
The idea that the university must
enforce class attendance still lurks
within the faculty community. And
until the majority of professors cast
away the idea that they are entitled to a full classroom for each
meeting, the concept of a community of scholars will never be realized.

Basic Rights
The High Court is to be congratulated for their decision Monday
night concerning the female student whose constitutional rights
had been violated by the Dean of
Women.
The Court refused to hear the
case because the defendant had not
been informed of her right to counsel before making any statement.
It too long has been the misconception of many that when a student enters the university, he or
she gives up his or her rights in society. In institutions which profess to train students to become the
most educated and logically the

most aware students in society,
there can hardly be a rationale for
denial of basic democratic rights.
The decision is in keeping with
federal decisions of similar nature,
and though there are many people
who feel that such decisions obstruct justice, they must bear in
mind that unless each constitutional safeguard is rigidly protected,
the system breaks down.
It is unfortunate that the attitude
of certain administrators is such
that they feel they must use methods which deny these basic rights
in order to make sure "justice" is
done.

Visitors
Last Thursday night, after the
publication of the issue concerned
with compulsory ROTC, The Tiger
was visited by eight cadets from
both advanced ROTC programs.
Their most vehement attack was
leved at the lack of presentation of
both sides of the issue in The Tiger.
It was explained to them that every
letter in favor of the program had
been printed—there were two. It
was also pointed out that no advanced student had written in defense of the mandatory program,
though one had written against it.
They were then asked to submit
such material as they felt necessary
to adequately present their side of
the issue. They agreed to do so.
The Tiger received no letter, col-

umn, or any other further communication from these cadets (included
among them were the Air Force
cadet colonel and his assistant who
was also the head of the Arnold Air
Society). It would seem that the
program which -they so valiantly
defended at that time was in truth
not as important to them as they
indicated.
The Board of Trustees' decision
on Tuesday leaves the question
open for further discussion. The
Tiger once again extends the invitation to them and to any student
who favors the mandatory program
to submit their arguments for publication. It is impossible to present both sides of any question
when only one side is available.

states and yet not place the
strength in the hands of the
voter.
As elections have proceeded
through the years, many complications have arisen which
tend to devalue this system.
One complication arose in
1876, when Tilden received
more popular votes than
Hayes but lost the electoral

Tta fair maiden
(coed variety)
in distress.

wile

Court Rights Decision - Can Jack Beat The Giant?

vote, and again in 1888, when
Cleveland despite his larger
popular vote, was defeated by
Harrison.
In recent years, the possibility of even more serious
problems has occurred. In
1960 and in this last election,
the chance of the final choice
of President being thrown into
the House of Representatives
was extremely high.
Had that occurred, particularly in this year's election, the
final decision may have been
delayed for an indefinite
period of time. The delay
would have depended on how
long it would have taken to
break the deadlock in the
statesrasto for whom thenone vote would be cast.
The present system helps to
preserve one-party domination. In the South for instance,
the Republican vote is usually
of little consequence, for anything less than a plurality in
the final tally does not count.
Also under the Electoral
College, the chances of men
from states with few electoral
votes or from states in which
one party dominates being
nominated for President are
extremely slim. The parties
favor so-called pivotal states
for their nominations in hopes
of gaining all that state's electoral votes.
However, were the President
elected by popular vote or
were the electoral votes distributed according to popular vote, a Democratic or a
Republican vote in any part
of the nation would be of tke
same importance.
This would cause the parties to vie for votes throughout the nation instead of concentrating on the pivotal
states.
There have been many proposed solutions to the problem. The direct popular vote
is opposed by small states
because it takes away the
greater weight that they carry
under the electoral college.

Others have proposed that
the slate of electors be done
away with, and that the state's
electoral vote be distributed in
the same ratio as the state's
popular vote.
Such a change would destroy the chance of an elector
voting against the wishes of
the people in his state, lessen
the power of strategically located minorities, weaken the
one-party system where it now
exists, and insure the election
of the candidate with the
largest popular vote.
This system has been opposed by the Republicans because they fear Democratic
predominance in the South
would carry the elections since
the popular vote in the North
would be
approximately
equal.
Others fear it would weaken
the influence of urban voters
who often have the balance
of power in Presidential elections, since they feel that they
are discriminated against in
Congress, and this is the one
power they retain in government.
The same objections hold
even more strongly against
proposals to have electors
chosen by congressional districts rather than statewide
tickets.
Feelings on the Clemson campus seemed to be in
favor of a change in the system.
After questioning more than
twenty students and four professors, not one expressed a
favorable opinion of the system. The general opinion is
that it is outdated, and that
the President of the United
States should be elected by
popular vote.
The disapproval of the Electoral College is evident, but the
need for action also exists.
Each individual voter must
insist on his or her right to
have more power in choosing
the man who is to direct the
national policies.

Former Senator Belittles SG
By DALE WITTSCHEN
Class of '70
Have you heard the latest
joke? Clemson Agricultural
College thinks it is a university! The follow-up line is that
Clemson believes she has a
responsible, workable Student

Government which has some
say so in the policies and rules
governing the Clemson student.
The Student Body Constitution has a potentially strong
student government outiined
in it. However, the administration does not allow the govern-

ment of Clemson to realize its
potential. The Student Senate
should be able to determine
academic policies as well as
the student regulations, and
help to provide a more stimulating cultural environment
for the students and community. But the administration

Letters On Negroes Again
Tiger, Norton, Attacked
Thank You,
You should have kept your
mouth shut! You provided the
basis for a disturbance yourself by intruding into someone else's business." Destruction of public is no longer any
of my business. How glad
I am to be relieved of such a
great responsibility for I shall
never provide the basis for a
disturbance.
The world is filled with evil
men. The white man brought
the black man to America, but
some black men profited in
selling their brothers to the
slavers. We all tend to place
the blame for unpleasantries
on others, but we find they always come back to us. Not all
slaves were in America. Some
African tribes held their enemies as slaves as well as eating neighbors. You see, all
men are violent and some are
victims.
Black man, don't blame only my ancestors for bringing
you over, for it is quite probable that another black man
sold your ancestor first.
Black man, you have suffered. Well, so has the rest of
the world. Look at the civilians slaughtered in Asia by the
Communist. The slaughtered
die in many unspeakable
ways. Look at Russia and her
satellites filled with corpses.
Look at the Jewish population.
Black man, you are "special";
you have suffered all the
Plagues.
Jerry Spradley
Class of '71

Tiger
Dear Sir:
I write this article as a challenge and a hope of it being
printed rather than discarded
with many other articles that
are not in line with the standards set up by the Tiger
PRODUCERS.
Time after time in my short
encounter with the Tiger, I've
had it pointed out (by the Tiger) that the paper serves as
the representative of the student. I now challenge that the
paper serves as a puppet to a
few individuals and doesn't
represent the feelings of even a
small percentage of the stu-

dents. I point out that it is an
honor to be a member of the
Tiger staff and not just
another campus activity (sic).
My challenge is not without
justification I might add. A
good example of the feeling I
share is in the articles written
by alumni damning The Tiger. Further example is presented in the stands, which are
all too evident, concerning various matters which were
drawn out to extremes and
beyond.
JOHN NORTON, in particular, serves in the capacity of
PRODUCER very well. He
has several times made judgments in behalf of and spoken
for various groups of
CLASSES.
Give opinions you may, let
those involved give their
thoughts.
I end with a hope for a future TIGER.
Jerry (Smiley) Green
Class of '71

i.e.
Dear Sir,
I feel compelled to submit a
reply on behalf of the minority. Whether the minority is
made up of one individual or
many thousands, I won't
bother to predict. Whether I
am a racist or not is all a matter of what I've been taught.
I do feel however that all men
should have a chance to prove
themselves.
In regard to the phrase
"BLACK AMERICA," I believe it is actually a cover for
most black people to a mild
form of self-pity. Not pity in
the sense of feeling sorry for
the race, but rather a self-pity
which festers into a belief that
someone or some group owes
them something. Whether that
something is equality, as
many Negroes voice, or an
open road to the easy life.
I for one believe in a man
earning what he obtains.
Many may phrase this a
valiant thought, but not very
substantial in terms of actual
practice. For those people I
say, earn something on your
own and feel a genuine
equality.
I'll not go into a discussion

refuses to relinquish any of its
omnipotent control over the
students' lives.
For instance, take the highly
desirable pass-fail system for
electives. The senate has
passed resolutions asking for
a pass-fail and forwarded
them to Walter T. Cox. Mr.
Cox apparently doesn't be-i
lieve the students want a passfail system and so places them
in the circular file, with many
other Senate actions.
Many bills sent to Cox are
never heard of again and are
not put into effect. It appears
that Cox will sign bills only if
they are easily implemented.

Review your old TIGERS and
of "black power" for fear of see what the senate passed and
offending the powerful black. what Cox has signed. The
The point is, we should not whole of the student regulaquibble so much about tions are archaic and should
whether THE BLACK or the be revised. Rather than take
white is the more powerful. his own valuable time which
We should rather discuss how is needed to run around camwe could better understand pus and the state, Cox allows
each other.
the Senate to make minor
From the articles presented changes in the regs to appease
by the Negro students in the the Senate.
Tiger of November 8, I saw
The student regs say that the
no evident desire for under- administration must have a
standing, but rather just a few warrant and the student be
more voices among the ranks present before they may enter
of the BLACK POWER.
a student's room. A person
on campus had a fire in his
Jerry Green room one weekend while
Class of '71 he and his roommate had left.
After the emergency had been
taken care of, no one should
LETTERS
have entered his room until
The Tiger welcomes letters one of the students was there.
from any source offering criHowever, certain administicism or commentary on any
tration officials, perhaps curisubject. Letters which are ous, continued to go through
rather lengthy may be run as
the room all day long. These
open columns.
were resident assistants, the
Space limitations at times police, and other officials. I
prevent usfromprintingevery feel that they should have reletter we receive, but serious spected the rules which the
communications will be given students respect and waited,
every consideration. In cases as nothing was going to
where there are numerous change until the students get
letters concerning a particu- back anyway, until the pro- ■
lar subject and it is Impossi- per time to enter the room. I
suppose that they felt the rules
ble to print them all, every didn't apply to the adminisattempt will be made to insure tration.
that each viewpoint submitted
is fully expressed in the letIf a student commits a miters column. If space permits, nor crime, such as stealing
every letter concerning a sub- from another student, the perject will be printed.
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son is sent to the student courts
for disciplinary action. Try
something with the administration. They are not satisfied
with the student courts—they
threaten with the civil courts.
As long as only students are
involved, the student courts
are fine, but involve anyone
else and the student courts do
not exist! Once more the administration exempts itself
from the rules the students are
forced to live under.
In the Constitution of the
student body, an article states
that no power delegated to
student government may be
usurped by the administration, and vica versa. However, when it was discovered
that both student government
and the administrators failed
to provide government and
the administration failed to
provide adequate rules for the
women students, (the WSA
constitution had not been satisfied) the administration intervened and proclaimed the
printed rules effective.
Once more, there was no
hesitation to trample on the
Constitution and the students
rights (if there are any) when
the administration felt like
doing so.
There are numerous other
examples I could give of the
Administration doing whatever they felt like, without
thought of the student's feelingi.
WAKE UP, STUDENT
GOVERNMENT. You have
no power — no authority —
and, as far as the Administration goes, no responsibility. Look at the first and final
forms of the Speaker's Bureau
Bill. The administration will
not give up any of their control over the students. They
want to keep Clemson a tiny
COLLEGE for as long as
possible. And until the students realize this and take
some responsibility for themselves, Clemson will remain a
college instead of a university.
Possibly someday, when the
present administration dies off
or retires, maybe Clemsonwill
receive some of the benefits a
university should be able to
give its students.
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Wellek Discusses Form
In "War And Peace"
read the novel see it merely
RICHARD STREET
as "a march of the generaStaff Writer
Rene Wellek, Sterling Pro- tions" over which Natashia,
fessor of Comparative Litera- (one of the main characters,
ture at Yale University, spoke reigns supreme). However, at
on "Form and Meaning of Tol- the conclusion of the novel Nastoy's "War and Peace" tashia learns of Pierre's love
Tuesday in the Civil Engineer- for the whole world. Pierre
finds meaning of life in the
ing Auditorium.
Wellek has attended Prince- war (a war) which influences
ton and Yale and taught at the the life of every important
University of Iowa. He holds character in the novel. Wellek
membership in the American said, "Tolstoy thought war
Academy of Arts and Sciences, was a curse but that peace
the Royal Netherlands Aca- would eventually prevail."
Wellek continued to say "it
demy, and the Italian National
is a human novel, not of the
Academy.
On "War and Peace" Mr. flow of life nor of youth and
Wellek argued that, contrary age, but the story of a group of
searching for the
to the opinions of many cri- people
tics, "War and Peace" is a meaning of their lives during
well planned novel and that the time of war."- They find
Tolstoy did have a central the meaning of life to be goodtheme in mind for the novel— ness and love of mankind for
the sake of love.
it is an anti-war novel.
As a Russian patriot TolWellek said that many who

Cosby, Hendrix Score
With New Style Changes

Rene Wellek

Edwards Speaks On Education
During Phi Kappa Phi Initiation

-Littlejohn

Dr. Proctor
Dr. Proctor has received a study grant from NASA to
pursue studies in math which may have significance in the
nation's space efforts.

cern the advantages of having
chemistry, physics, or another
related major as a basis for
these medical studies.
Edwards addressed the national honor society following
a brief initiation ceremony for
40 new members. Phi Kappa
Phi is a society made up of
second semester juniors in the
top five per cent of their class
and seniors ranking in the top
10 per cent of the class.
The 32 seniors initiated are
John 0. Avinger, an IM major from Orangeburg; Mary
N. Barker, an arts and science
major from Westminster;
Susan L. Bishop, an elementary education major from
Clemson; Edsel D. Blair, a
pre-med major from Greenville; Lewis D. Blake, a math
major from Clemson.
Also Max V. Bryant, a premed major from Sumter; Richard A. Compton, an architecture major from Falls Church,
Va.; Tillman W. Derrick, a

Math Professor Receives Grant
From NASA For Equation Study
By RANDY PEELE
Sports Writer
Differential questions are usually headaches for most people, but not for Dr. Thomas
G. Proctor, associate professor of mathematics here at
Clemson.
DR. PROCTOR and Harry
Suber, a graduate studem
working on his doctorate in
math, are beginning research
work on possible problems
such as orbiting satellites in
cooperation with the National
Aeronautics and Space Admi nistration.
A graduate of North Carolina State with a doctorate in
math, Dr. Proctor has been
here at Clemson for three,
years. He specializes in the
field of differential equations.
NASA has recently granted
the two researchers $14,174
for a continuation of work
begun last week.
This grant was awarded in
the usual manner. The problem was submitted to NASA
by Dr. Proctor. The engineers
studied it for possible value
and then accepted it.
When asked about what this
research might accomplish in

TIMBER
LANES
3 Games $1.15
4 tM. ■ 3 fM.

regards to the space race, Dr. the'fact that the problem is
Troctor commented, "Itis real- nonlinear."
ly impossible to know, but
According to Dr. Proctor,
for many years, the Russian the linear system or quantimathematicians have empha- tative study involves the calsized the qualitative study of culation of the actual value
differential equations, and in of the solutions. This type of
mathematics, the Russians are problem is particularly suitjust as advanced technically able for solution by computer
as we are."
because a machine can be
According to Dr. Proctor, programmed to determine a
only during the last fifteen finite answer for a finite time.
years has American matheThe nonlinear syctem or
matics developed in misdirec- qualitative study involves
tion.
proving the existence of soluIn regards to this specific tions which have specified proresearch problem for NASA perties, including solutions
the mathematics involved is which are periodic (repeat
extremely complicated to the over a period of time), solulayman.
tions which are nearly perio"The mathematics from ma- dic, and solutions which beny physical systems is non- come nearly constant as time
linear," Dr. Proctor continued. increases.
"Since more is known about
This latter study is more
linear systems, the nonlinear suited for solution by man
problems are often approxi- due to the fact that a compumated by linear problems. ter would have to be proHowever, some of the behav- grammed each time a new
ior of these physical systems answer was desired for a finite
depends very strongly upon time.
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"THE STUDY made under
this grant will concentrate on
the qualitative behavior of the
solution of certain nonlinear
differential equations," commented Dr. Proctor.
"In particular, we will be
looking for solutions which
exhibit specified properties
over arbitrarily long periods
of time.
"An example problem is to
show that a satellite traveling
around an oblate plant having no atmosphere would revolve in a specified band of
space indefinitely," he concluded.
The final research findings
will be submitted to NASA
for publication.

math major from Fort Mill;
William Lee Dobbins, a premed major from Anderson;
Edward M. BuBose, a premed major from Oswego,
Harry M. Dubose, an agricultural education major from
Myrtle Beach.
Also George T. Fabian, a
physics major from Charleston; William J. Ford, a CE
major from Charleston; Julia
M. Freit, a secondary education major from Clemson;
John W. Gambrell, a textile
major from Great Falls; Sandra L. Hart, an arts and science major from Walhalla;
Patricia A. Heller, a secondary education major from
Sandy Springs; Taylor B.
Jones, a chemistry major from
Florence.
Also Phillip E. Law, an EE
major from Columbia; Willie
C. Martin, a elementary education major from Clemson;
Jerry A. Mobley, an arts and
science major from Orangeburg; Charles K. Potts, a premed major from Columbia;
James E. Salamony, a chemical engineering major from
Summerville; Johnny B. Sandifer, a biology major from
Orangeburg.

Also Sally M. Seigler, an elementary education major
from Anderson; Joseph F.
Shumpert, an arts and science
major from Pelion; Paul Skinner, a pre-med major from
Ware Shoals; RonaldJ. Small,
a textile major from Hartsville; Clark A. Smith, a CE
major from Madison; James
D. Smith, a pre-med major
from Stone Mountain, Ga.;
and Margaret S. Uller, an arts
and science major from Miami
Beach, Fla.
One junior, Jane Hass of
Charleston majoring in math,
was named to the society and
Marilyn J. Breen, a math major from Anderson, was the
only graduate student chosen.
Six professors were named
to the group. They are Francis A. Close, assistant professor of economics; Barbara W.
Morgan, assistant professor
of education; John F. Pearce,
associate professor of economics; G. Don Riggs, assistant
professor of industrial management; Corinne Sawyer, assistant professor of English;
and John M. Wannamaker,
associate professor of economics.

The biting satire is at the
end of the sketch. Having described the power of the Cobra
in terms that make it appear
to be a death trap, Cosby
gives it back to the salesman
and instructs him to give it
to George Wallace. This constitutes Cosby's first venture
into political satire, and may
mark a turning point in his
career.
Until now, the essence of
Cosby's appeal has been his
non-involvement in racial and
political controversy. He has
always dealt in situations
familiar to most people regardless of ethnic or political
background. He could conceivably alienate some of his
fans by satirizing their political beliefs. He will always be
a marvelously funny man,
however. This album is as
good as any he has ever done,
which is very good, indeed.

"Voodoo Chile" he goes back
to his ethnic background and
produces a good blues sound.
Strictly speaking the song
is not blues; its structure is
too free, but the effect is basic
blues. Listen to the guitar riffs
in this one—they are totally
unlike anything you've heard
Hendrix do before. Maybe
he's been listening to Bloomfield and Clapton; there are
traces of both their styles here.
Buy this album. If you don't
dig it, your record player will
be confiscated and your credit
revoked at all music stores.

It might be
cm identity crisis.

JIMI HENDRIX
Jimi Hendrix has been
known as a fantastic showman for quite awhile,butwith
his new album he has also
come into his own as a musician. "Electric Ladyland" is.
short on the distortion gimmicks that characterized the
early Hendrix and very, very
long on musical talent.
"All Along the Watchtower"
is a good example of the new
Hendrix
Experience. The,
song is written by Dylan, and
Dylan's style is obviously far
removed from the freaky effects one thinks of in connection with Hendrix.
A great effort is required to
blend the two styles, but Hendrix exercises superb control,
both over the lyrics and his
guitar. The end result is a
truly beautiful piece of music.
When Hendrix first made it
big, he received considerable
criticism for deserting soul
music for hard rock, but in
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stoy tried to defend the war
which revaged his country because it was a struggle in
which the Russian people
By JOHN BRADY
fought off an invader, Wellek
Staff Writer
explained. However, Tolstoy
concluded that "War is simply
BILL COSBY
an irratic movement in which
Everybody
knows Bill Cospeople get killed for no reaby is a great comedian. Everyson."
body knows his latest album
Wellek went on tocall"War
"200 MPH" is bound to be
and Peace" anti-historical.
good. Therefore reviewing it
"History is important to the
seems to be both useless and
theme of War and Peace; yet
presumptuous, but Cosby
does two things in this album
the novel is anti-historical in
I've never heard him do bethe sense that many facts are
fore, and they seem to be
distorted or changed comimportant in his development
pletely. The whole atmosphere
as a comedian.
is that of the mid-nineteenth
Both of these new licks apcentury."
pear in the same sketch, "200
Wellek went on to say that
MPH," and both enter into the
Tolstoy's descriptions of the
field of social satire, which
Napoleonic Wars, aswellasof
Cosby has so far avoided.
many other events, are filled
The basic satire of the sketch
is directed towards car nuts,
with inaccuracies.
more specifically at the sports
Wellek explained these incar racing types. The sketch
accuracies by saying that Tol-Hobson
deals with Cosby's purchase
stoy used his experiences in
of a Cobra, and is predictably
the Crimean War as backfunny in Cosby's reasons for
ground for the Napoleonic
buying a Cobra and descripWars, and that Tolstoy did not
Dr. Rene Wellek was the featured speaker at a lecture tion of the car itself, as well as
research enough to create an sponsored by the English Dept. this week. Dr. Wallek in the little jabs he throws at
early nineteenth century at- spoke on Tolstoy's novel, "War And Peace."
Volkswagen owners and memosphere of thought in the nochanics.
vel.

President Robert C. Edwards commented on academic programs now being
studied or instituted here while
addressing new members of
Phi Kappa Phi at a Clemson
House banquet recently.
He commented on the new
School of Nursing now being
set up here, saying that the
move came "in response to a
great need for nurses and
other medical personnel in
South Carolina."
Edwards said the accrediting agency had visited campus and he expects a "reasonable assurance" report from
the agency that is necessary to
obtain federal grants to help
finance the program which
will begin next fall.
Clemson is also working on
possible revision of pre-medicine, pre-dental, and pre-pharmacy curricula in cooperation
with the Medical College of
Charleston, according to the
president. These studies con-
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Consultyour placement office promptly to arrange

an interview date. A Great Lakes Carbon placement advisor will be on campus...
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Rosamond, Calif. 93560.
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Atomic Reactor Part Of Plans
For Future Of Piedmont Area
By RANDAL ASHLEY
Assistant News Ed.

—CU News Bureau

Clemson graduate students are working on a complete design of Keowee-Toxaway
city.

Duke Power's first nuclear
generating facility and a
hydro-electric station, now being built in the Keowee-Toxaway River area, is one of the
largest electric producing
complexes in the world.
The nuclear steam generators, with a net capacity of
2,685,900 kilowatts, will produce more electric power than
is now produced in ten states
by steam.
The Oconee Nuclear Generating Station, when completed in 1973, will consist of
three generating units, each
producing a net capacity of
886,300 kilowatts. Original
plans called for two units but
increased industry and population in the area persuaded
Duke to go ahead with the
third unit
Each of the Oconee Station's
three units are designed to produce a gross of 922,500 kilowatts, but each unit will use
36,200 kilowatts for its own
operation needs, making
Duke the largest single user
of its own power. With this
large amount subtracted,
886,300 kilowatts will be left
to disperse through transmission lines for public use.
ELECTRICITY
The largest amount of the
electricity used by Duke is required to power each units'

Clemson Students Plan City
For Keowee Toxaway Area
A new city of 100,000 population for the Keowee-Toxaway section of Pickens
County—an idea that is receiving some serious thought from
area planning experts, is already being designed by graduate students studying city
and regional planning here.
Although the project now
underway in the School of
Architecture is basically a
planning and design exercise
for city planning and architectural students, the results of
this student effort will serve as
a preliminary evaluation of a
proposed new city by the
Greenville-Pickens Regional
Planning Board.
This Board has received a
federal grant from the department of housing and urban
development to make such a
study and is underwriting student expenses connected with
the Clemson project
Much of the sparsely populated Keowee-Toxaway area
will be covered with water upon completion of the new Duke
Power Co. dam. But some experts believe the potential
exists in this section for a new
city which, if begun in the next

few years, would grow to a
population of 95-100,000 by
the year 2000.
The concept of new town development for the GreenvillePickens region was first introduced by the economic consulting firm of Hammer,
Greene, Siler Associates in
"Economic Development Potentials of the Greenville-Pickens Metropolitan Region," a
report prepared for the regional planning board.
These economists suggested
that local public and private
leadership seriously consider
the possibilities of developing
one or two new towns or communities in or near the new
Duke Power Keowee-Toxaway project.
Currently, the Clemson student project is in the hands of
graduate students in Professor
Edward Falk's introductory
planning studio. From three
initial areas under consideration as possible sites for their
city of the future, the class selected a 5,000-acre tract along
S.C. 183 in Pickens County.
An area known as the Gap

Hill section about three miles
from the Six Mile community
is located in the center of the
proposed site which will be
bordered on one side by the
proposed Lake Keowee. Preliminary maps have been prepared which assign a specific
use to each land area within
the site.
Their final results will be
turned over next semester to
third and fourth year architectural students who will design the many buildings in
the city's urban area and construct a small model of the new
city under the overall direction
of Professor George Means.
"We're basing our results on
as much concrete information
as we can possibly muster,"
says Mike Cobb of Anderson,
one of the three city planning
graduate students on the
project.
Cobb says it's only logical'
that the Keowee-Toxaway
area will experience a healthy
growth in future years. "Our
planning study attempts to
control this growth in an orderly manner," he explains.
The student planners are
designing a city completely

balanced in all aspects including economic, social, recreational, and other considerations. "We plan for nearly all
of the total work force of the
city to be employed right in
the area," says Cobb.
Early next year, the completed proposals will be presented to interested officials
in the Greenville-Pickens
County area.
"This project is designed to
be as realistic as possible by
dealing with an area of real
growth potential," says Falk.
"By working with the real
world we can provide a better
educational experience for our
students and at the same time,
render a valuable service to
the citizens of South Carolina."
Falk believes the development of a new town in this
area would tend to enhance
the economy of existing towns
in the area. "With a new town
oriented to the proposed Lake
Keowee, Clemson University,
and Greenville, we will be able
to attract desirable industrial
development to the region and
retain highly-trained people
necessary to staff these new
industries,"explains Falk.

four 9,000 horsepower
pumps, which will move primary coolant water at a rate
of 352,000 gallons per minute.
At cold water rating, each
pump will require 7,400 kilowatt hours in one hour.
Condensers to remove heat
from steam leaving the electric
turbines will use 424 miles of
tubing for cooling the steam.
When all units are completed
in 1973, the station will contain enough tubing to stretch
from Myrtle Beach to Honolulu, a distance of 5,000 miles.
The three reactor buildings
which will house the nuclear
heat source cores are 221 feet
high and 123 feet wide. The
silo-shaped buildings will be
equal to a 19-story building
with 3 additional floors underground.
The building will utilize
about 45,900 tons of concrete.
The structure will rest on an
eight and one half feet thick
concrete base and the walls
will be 3 feet and 9 inches
thick concrete with a onefourth inch steel liner.
The internal components for
each unit are now being constructed in Mt Vernon, Ind.,
and will weigh 693 tons. The
steam generators, under construction in Barberton, Ohio,
will weigh 480 tons each. The
steam turbines will require
11,000,000 pounds of steam
per hour.
REACTORS
Each reactor core will contain 177 fuel assemblies, each
with 208 fuel rods. Each rod
encloses 240 pellets of enriched uranium making the
initial cost of fuel loading of
two units $40 million. Initial
loading will require 302,280
pounds of uranium oxide at
a price of $7 per pound which
does not include the enriching
process.
When the plant is completed,
65 operational personnel will
be needed, including those on
around-the-clock operation. A
computer will aid the technicians in monitoring operations of each unit.
The other phase of the Keowee-Toxaway Project is the
hydro-electric and pump storage hydro-electric generators
producing a capacity of about
1 million kilowatts.
Keowee and Jocassee Dams
will have hydro-electric units.
Little River Dam will act only
as a holding dam.
COMPLETION
Completion date for Keowee
Dam is set for 1971. This dam
will be the longest of the three
with a length of 3,500 feet. It
is higher than the Little River
Dam but 215 feet lower than
the Jocassee Dam. Water from
Lake Keowee will be carried
to the water-wheel turbines by
800 feet long tunnels. The tunnels, 33.5 feet in diameter, will
carry 9 million gallons of water per minute to the turbines.
The two turbines will produce
140,000 kilowatts when operating at capacity.
The Jocassee Dam will have
pumped storage hydro-electric power. This unit will be the
last of the power generating
stations completed in 1974.
The Jocassee Dam will be the
highest in South Carolina.
Construction of the two
lakes and darns has involved
a huge earth-moving and
grading operation. Thework,
began in March of 1967, is a
$20 million operation. Over
600,000 tons of concrete will
go into the dams and nuclear
station. This huge amount of
concrete has led to the build-

ing of an automated mixing
plant near the construction
site.
The construction work is
also connected with another
important
project.
Duke
Power furnished bulldozers
and
other heavy earthmoving equipment to archaeologists working in the Keowee-Toxaway area.
ARCHAEOLOGY
The South Carolina Department of Archaeology and the
University of South Carolina's archaeology department are researching historical data in the Keowee Valley.
Young men from the Neighborhood Youth Corps are assisting in the work there.
The groups are searching
out remains of Ft. Prince
George, a frontier fort constructed in 1753 which served
as a western outpost in the
French and Indian War. Another important aim is to investigate remains of the Keowee,
the capital town of the Lower
Cherokee Indians.
The group, with the aid from
Duke Power in the form of a
$30,000 grant, has uncovered
the moat and stockade wall
of the fort and found approximately 10,000 specimens from
the colonial period including
musket balls, cannon balls,
tableware and gun parts. __
Dr. William E. Edwards,
director of the department of
archeology of USC and supervisor of the project said the
material discovered will be the
property of the state and some
of it will be exhibited in a tourist center near Keowee Dam.
Edwards said it is hoped
that much more of the material
will be exhibited at a state "Museum of Man" which he hoped
could be built in the KeoweeToxaway area, possibly at
Clemson University.

PROJECT
When Gov. Robert E. McNair officially began the Keowee-Toxaway Project with a
ribbon cutting ceremony in
the spring of 1967, the realization of 18 years of experimentation and planning by
Duke Power nuclear researchers was begun.
The entire project has not
been without some difficulties,
however. Before, issuance of
a license by the Federal Power Commission to build the
three dams, interventions were
filed by the Department of
Interior and electric cooperatives of the Carolinas and
Georgia. This license was issued on Sept. 26, 1966 after
the commission had heard the
case of the Department of Interior and the cooperatives.
After Duke's announcement
of their intention to build a nuclear powered steam generator on the Keowee-Toxaway
site, 11 North Carolina municipalities filed an intervention
with the Atomic Energy Commission asking that they be allowed to buy four per cent interest in the project in order to
continue to receive electric
power at cost.
The Commission studied the
request but granted Duke a
construction permit Nov. 6,
1967. The municipalities appealed the decision but this w as
dismissed. The municipalities
have said they will appeal the
AEC decision to federal courts.
Duke Power has continued
with its construction plans for
the area in spite of these difficulties. One phase of these
plans not directly related to
generating of electricity is the
tourist center that will be developed in the area.
TOURISTS
The lakes themselves will be
a tourist attraction. Lake Jocassee will cover 7,400 acres.
The 1 ake will be formed by

the Whitewater, Toxaway,
Thompson and Horsepasture
rivers. Eighteen thousand
acres of the 100,000 acres
surrounding Lake Jocassee
has been designated as a game
refuge.
The Wildlife Department already stocked this refuge with
whitetail deer and wild turkey,
and the refuge will be opened
to controlled hunting through
permits when suitable game
population has been established. The remainder of the
land will be opened to hunting during the regular season.
Trout water in the area, not
covered by prior lease, will be
developed and stocked. It is
believed that trout, smallmouth bass and other coldwater species will thrive in the
backwater regions of Lake Jocassee.
Lake Keowee, which will
cover over 18,000 acres, will
have 300 miles of coast line.
Release of water from Lake
Jocassee and water from Cane
Creek and Little River will
form this huge lake. On a hillside overlooking Lake Keowee and the Keowee Dam will
be a permanent Visitor Center
being constructed by Duke
Power.
The center will have 13,000
square feet of floor space with
animated exhibits depicting
the story of energy. A threedimensional model of the entire Keowee-Toxaway Project
will be displayed in a position
where the viewer can look
from the model to the actual
structures.
With the economic and recreational values that the Keowee-Toxaway Project has,
Oconee and Pickens counties
may be reaching a time of
growth unprecedented in their
history.

Visitor Center
Clemson students inspect work on the new Visitor Center which, will overlook
the entire Keowee-Toxaway project. The steel supports are used to aid in construction until the building is completed.
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Atomic Reactor
The Keowee-Toxaway Reactor is framed by a construction crane as work continues on the power project.
the first of three reactor cores to be constructed on this site,
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Th
* first ^°mic reactor building is flanked by the visitor's information center at the Keowee-Toxaway project. This
center will provide power and recreation facilities for much of the western part of South Carolina.
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Wofford Prof Speaks
On Hegelian History
By MARCO A. CHEN
Staff Writer
The chairman of the department of philosophy of Wofford
College exposed briefly Hegel's phenomenology Wednesday night to an audience of
40 Clemson students.
Dr. Darrel E. Christensen
spoke in Brackett Hall on
"Hegel's Vision of History."
He appeared under the sponsorship of the social sciences
department.
As he explained, content of
thought involves the feeling of
conscience and an understanding of something in the
mind.
The mind poses the abstract
notion, and the object of perception is characterized by its
attributes, which are universal.
If the mind has the capacity
to apprehend something and

consequently its negation,
then it is capable of conceiving different things and of distinguishing them on the basis
of their attributes.
"The moment we think of
something, we discriminate
against it by accepting the
existence of its opposite," said
Dr. Christensen. The result is
a different concept which is
the sum of both. "Thesis and
antithesis do not destroy each
other; they are comprehended
into a new and more inclusive
concept," he added.
This synthesis has its own
opposite, and both combine
into an even more inclusive
product. This operation continues until the first concept
has
been
discriminated
against completely.
This stage is referred to as
the "Heaven of Hegel," the
concept of God or the most
inclusive of all concepts.

Graduate Student Value
F.I. Brownley, dean of the
graduate school, discussed
"The Responsibility of the
Graduate Student to the University, His Department, and
His Major Professor" in a
seminar here Monday.
Brownley's thesis was that
the graduate student is actually indebted only to himself.
The basis for this statement
was that, in fact, a mutualistic relationship exists among
students, professors, and de-

This is the dalectic or phenomenology of the mind. " Its
apprehension gives the capacity to learn the phenomenology of nature and the one of
history," continued Dr. Christensen.
The structure of thesis-antithesis-synthesis ,Ln nature is
self-evident Two sexual opposites. man and woman, unite
to produce a child, for example.
Dr. Christensen insisted that
"once we discover the phenomenology of mind we have
discovered the phenomenology of history. The rewriting of
history is necessary because
its guiding trends change."
Time, according to Hegel,
is explained in terms of these
progressions, so that the original history and the reflective
history together are subject to
the monistic principle and produce a philosophical history,
for instance.

They have been filing, typing, sorting, stuffing envelopes, and marking labels for
the Association's 62nd annual
Christmas Seal Campaign.
Other campus organizations
who helped with the office work
were Chi Lambda Social Fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega Ser-

GAY
CLOTHING CO.

Any other clubs or organizations who wish to participate in this worthwhile community effort may do so by
contacting the Association office by phone at 654-4494.
The Associaton's staff office
is located at HI Earle St.,
Clemson.

Low Prices

JUDGE KELLER
College Avenue
Clemson, S. C.

NATIVE

Headquarters for

Service with the primary responsibility of coordinating
extension agricultural programs throughout the state.
O'Dell was graduated from
Clemson where he received a
bachelor, of science degree in
1948 and the master's degree
in 1951. He received his Ph.D.
from Pennsylvania State University in 1958 where he was
assistant professor of dairy
science prior to returning to
Clemson in 1962 as leader of
Extension Dairy Science work.
Mr. Nutt, the retiring director, came to Clemson in 1932
as a member of the staff in the
agricultural engineering department. He was appointed
professor and head of this de-

Heavy equipment Manufacturers of chains
and transfission machinery, materials handling machinery, processing equipment and
mining machinery.
For further information see your Placement
Office and College Placement Annual —
Page 463.
Campus interview date — December 6, 1968.

SEND FURTHER INFORMATION TO:
Join a leader
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and missile propulsion
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Sooner or later you will
trade with Gay. WHY
NOT NOW?
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For Seniors & Graduates in
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Metallurgy — General Engineering.

and Genuine

IK ANDERSON. 5. C.

Your Walgreen Agency

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Hubbord Slacks

ON THE SQUARE

partment in 1941 and director
of the Cooperative Extension
Service in August, 1955.

Openings in Design, Research & Development
Technical Sales — Industrial Management
(Sales Only)

AT

! OPERATION

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

O'Dell Replaces Nutt In
Co-op Extension Se rvice

Men's Clothes

i WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA

partments.
He agreed that graduate students are dependent on their
major professors, but he also
pointed out professors are advanced
professionally
through the achievements of
their graduate students.
Graduate students were also
reminded to keep in touch with
the rest of the world, although
their major concentration
should be on their specific
studies.

Members of Clemson's Angel Flight have been selling candy apples on campus.
The Angels, a coed auxiliary to the Arnold Air Society, also help to sell corsages before the home football games.

Groups Help With Christmas Seals

Frank
Blair,
National
Chairman of the Association,
will speak for Christmas seals
before theClemson-USC game
in Clemson on Saturday.

-Nesbitt

Angel Flight

—Haralson
Members of Clemson's Inter-Sorority Council have been some of the students
helping the Piedmont TB & Health Association's 62nd annual Christmas Seal Campaign. Workers from left to right are: Sally Tripp, Betty Lynn, Peggy Batson, Judi
Kossler, Pat Mansfield, and Harriet Robins.

vice Fraternity, and the Circle
K Club.
The Association has selected Clemson coed Judi
Kossler as Honorary Christmas Seal Queen.
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Dr. Brownley Discusses

Dr. Wayne T. O'Dell, an
Easley native, will succeed
George B. Nutt as director
of the Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service
on Dec. 31.
In announcing O'Dell's appointment, President Robert
C. Edwards commended Nutt
for his contributions to Clemson and the state of South
Carolina.
Edwards said he is confident
that ODellwillmake an equally effective director who will
continue the high quality extension program achieved
under Nutt's leadership.
Since 1965,
O'Dell has
served as associate director of
the Cooperative Extension

The Inter-Sorority Council
has joined other clubs and organizations in the surrounding communities to help the
Piedmont TB & Health Association.

THE TIGER

The top industries from Hickory to Murphy want to talk with you—December 27 at Lee Edwards
High School in Asheville—No cost—Just opportunity—Register Now—Fill out above form and send to:
Western Carolina Industries, Inc., 1507 N.W. Bank Building, Asheville, N.C. 28801

EXPLORE the potential for professional achievement at the Naval Ordnance Station. Indian Head.
Maryland.
Few technical fields offer you as many opportunities for an exciting and rewarding career as the
rapidly growing field of chemical propulsion. Indian
Head is a recognized leader in research, development, production, and evaluation of propellants and
rocket propulsion systems and has advanced the
state-of-the-art of chemical propulsion through
participation with the Department of Defense and
NASA. Indian Head has made important contributions to the Polaris. Poseidon, and Sidewinder
propulsion systems as well as virtually every missile
system in use by the Fleet today.

Located 25 miles south of Washington. D. C,
Indian Head is close to the cultural, social, and
scientific-advantages of the Nation's Capital offering
opportunities for pleasant suburban or country life
near mountain and shore resorts.
Professional positions available in:
Engineering
Science
Aerospace Electronics Electrical
Chemistiy
Chemical Industrial Mechanical
Physics
Liberal career Civil Service benefits t include
graduate study at nearby universities with tuition
expenses reimbursed.
Naval Ordnance Station
Indian Head. Maryland 20640

Representative on Campus Monday, December 2
For interview, contact your placement office

An Equal Opportunity Employer

. and work with these Clemson Graduates.

Age: 24
B.S. Degree 1967
Chemical Engineering
Clemson University
Clemson, S.C.
Hometown:

B.S. degree 1968
Electrical Engineering
Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina

Walterboro, S.C.

If you are interested in a career in the
field of propellant technology the Naval
Ordnance Station has a wide variety of
opportunities to offer you. The Naval Ordnance Station is engaged in many activities
such as the production of high energy propellant for the Poseidon missile and propellant research and development.
John R. Luense

I have found my work at Naval Ordnance
Station to be very interesting because it
affords me the chance to get involved in
projects from start to finish.
Allen B. Meaders
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ANALYSIS AND OPINION

Rogers And The Student Body Presidency
By HARRY TINSLEY
Tiger Editor, 1967 -1968

number of other interesting
items.
Rogers realized that his ferTim Rogers, newly elected) vent in his campaigning
student body president in the would have to be continued
spring of '68, had quite a chal- immediately after his election,
lenge: that of trying to fulfill that he would have to begin
his campaign promises —pro- pushing his programs before
viding better entertainment the end of the 1967-68 acadeand cheaper dance weekends,, mic year. But he was thrown
improving dining hall ser-: against the dead-weight of a
vices, improving parking faci- lame duck administration,
lities, striking some of the out- waiting for class elections, and
dated student regulations then the annual changeover in
from the records, improving April.
the dormitories, revitalizing
By the time Rogers assumed
student government, plus a the powers of the office he add

Classified Ads
1968 Camaro SS 396 FOR
SALE. 4-speed, 3 months old,
excellent condition. $2,600
or small equity and take up

only enough time to push toward affiliation with the National Student Association.
Outgoing President Edgar McGee, campus leader Dave
Merry, NSA Co-ordinator
Don O'Briant (also the new
editor of The Tiger), and a
host of other student leaders
had approved of the affiliation. But several senators
feared any association with
the controversial national organization, and after tense debating and bungling, the senate voted against the move.
Rogers in true form was infuriated, as were those who
had supported the joining to
NSA. A general question
arose within the ranks of the
supporters: "How could people who hadn't even studied
the advantages and disadvantages of NSA feel competent enough to disregard the
advice of nearly all campus

1

payments. Call 654-2925 after 5 p.m.
Roommate Wanied—3 room
apartment, 6 Kelly Road,
Clemson, 654-5078.
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student leaders and vote down
the legislation?" But the vote
had been cast, and all Rogers
could hope was for another
try next year . ..
Throughout the summer the
president worked day and
night in his office, outlining
programs, preparing for the
orientation summer sessions
for freshmen, and developing
themes for the year. His overall theme existed in one word,
"involvement," and in an article in the summer edition of
The Tiger, Rogers urged that
"commitment of all students
is of utmost importance." Rogers wanted more students to
get involved in the many activities offered on campus, especially student government.
He planned an Activities
Orientation for the Rat Season
and in a letter to all students
during the summer explained
that Rat Season was no longer
mandatory, while reaffirming
his support for a Rat System
that would acquaint the incoming freshmen with all aspects of the university. For the
activities orientation
he
planned a three-day session,
including introduction to academic and organization activities.
WHEN STUDENTS returned to campus in late August, Rogers emphasized that
he would be in close contact
with the new students, and he
did just that. At almost every
activity the freshmen saw their
president, and when Rogers
urged the freshmen to "become a part of the great Clemson experience, to become involved, to learn through participation," many seniors present recalled a similar request
that President Gray Walsh had
presented only three years before.
Rogers continued his efforts
at safeguarding Rat System
and
urging involvement
throughout the four long
weeks to the point of visible
weariness. It was for this

l)eClSi
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weariness added to the tremen-'
dous pressures of office from
many different directions that
caused his occasional "slips of
the tongue." He was a student
suddenly thrust into a new environment — one in which
everything said or done is
soon partofthestudentbody's
knowledge. His pressures were
increased by opposition from
several administrators on "his
supposed cronyism "and from
the die-hards, who reacted violently against the idea of a
non-mandatory Rat System.
As Rat Season drew to a
close, Rogers energies rallied
and beside academic and
ROTC duties, Rogers worked
intensely on expanding his
programs. He initiated a new
type of reaching the public —
press conferences — and more
than any other president, Rogers was heard on radio.
Through these media Rogers
spoke and still speaks frankly
and explicitly on all activities
of the government He also
began his own version of the
"open door" policy by maintaining office hours and encouraging visitors. More than
any other president Rogers
was seen at events —at rallies,
senate meetings, drop-ins, and
dances.
During September Rogers
announced that he was preparing to introduce senate legislation, originating from the
President's Cabinet, which
would make student government a 12-month operation,
especially including a judicial
process for students enrolled
in summer school. Included
in the bill would be provisions for direct hall representation in the Student Senate
and a re-organization of the
executive branch of government. He was fulfilling a
pledge to provide student
judicious handling of summer
school offenses, wbile providing a more equitable system
of representation of students
in the senate.
About the same time he announced plans to seek lower
admission rates to Clemson
football games—an all time
favorite issue of a majority
of the student body. Similarily, he approved senate legislation and strongly endorsed
administrative approval of a
revised class cut policy. The
new policy would allow unlimited class cuts for juniors
and seniors maintaining a "D"
average with up to six cuts

for classes meeting three times
a week for sophomores and
three cuts for all classes for
freshmen.
THIS ENDORSEMENTof
the class cut legislation was representative of a feeling
among many juniors and seniors that they are old enough
to decide when to go to class.
Also, Rogers, realizing the
necessity for a campus ambulance and supported by a
large number of students, requested the university administration to purchase a new
ambulance and provide service capable of responding to
emergencies quickly.
As Rogers and his lieutenants further outlined programs, two controversial issues emerged, which forced
Rogers into a showdown:
Women's Student Association
and mandatory ROTC. On
both issues Rogers hesitated
slightly while making his decision, and then jumped head
first into the battle.
The WSA case was odd: the
new constitution and rules
were never adopted by the
women students through vote.
Though the student body had
approved of granting authority to WSA to initiate its own
rules and regulations the semester before, that new constitution had never been presented to the women students
through an oversight by the
WSA officers. The old status
of WSA had been as a senate
lobbying group with no power
to enact women's regulations.
Rogers favored the returning of WSA to its old status;
naturally WSA officers and
prominent women students
along with Senate President
Gordon Edgin and other campus leaders favored the new
status. The coeds were to vote
in referendum on approval or
disapproval of the new constitution. Failure to gain approval would give Rogers the
time he needed to try to force
a study body referendum to
try to return WSA to its old
status. Debates over the issue
ensued and when the referendum results were announced, Rogers had won a
victory, for the lack of enough
coeds voting to have obtained
the necessary margin required
for approval. But moreso,
over 100 coeds voiced disapproval of the constitution.

ate passage of a bill which
would call a special student
body referendum seeking repeal of the new WSA amendment. Despite strong efforts
the senate rejected the legislation. Rogers lost his main
battle, for now the WSA would
simply rewrite a new constitution and seek approval from
the women students.
The president opposed the
WSA not from a personal
standpoint, but as he said "out
of the best interests of the student body and government."
He was opposed to an organization "requiring mandatory
membership of women students" and then "having
power to create and enforce
regulations," especially regulations, which Rogers thought
"violated personal freedom
and insulted the dignity of the
women students. "But the WSA
leaders re-emphasized that
women's rules should be left
up to the women to create
and enforce, that they sought
not a separate student government, but a greater say-so in
their regulations.
But Rogers no sooner left
the WSA controversy than he
entered another: a move toward ROTC non-mandatory.
Several students drafted a
petition asking the Board of
Trustees to eliminate the requirement that all male students have to have at least two
years of ROTC to obtain a
diploma, and more than 800
signatures of students and faculty were received. Rogers,
again true to form, signed the
petition in a John Hancock
flourish. His argument was
not against ROTC but against
a university's requirement of
it. To this stand he gained
senate and YMCA endorsement by their passage of a resolution, favoring such an elimination.
Rogers' lieutenants, especially the chairman of the Executive Research Committee
Jeff Lapin, added a touch to
student activity by sponsorship of the first Miss Clemson
University Beauty Pageant,
which was a tribute to the
Clemson coeds. Lapin's committee also supported student
political rallies, introducing
freshman candidates to their
class. It is with hard working
lieutenants like Lapin and Attorney General Harris Beach

STUMPED FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS?
YOU WOULDN'T BE IF YOU CAME TO

CAROLINIAN CRAFTS
CERAMICS
SCREEN PRINTED TIGERS
NATURE PLAQUES
NATURE NOTES
HAND CRAFTED SOAPS
NEEDLECRAFT AND KNITTING KITS
HOLLY DAY OPEN HOUSE. SAT., DEC. 7th
10:30 - 5:30 P.M.
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Operation SantaClaus, a gift
program sponsored by the S.
C. Mental Health Association,
distributes Christmas gifts to
those in state mental hospitals. Groups and individuals
are invited to participate.
Those who contribute are
asked to gift wrap each gift,
label its contents and indicate
whether the gift is for man,
woman, boy, or girl on the out-
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OF CLEMSON, 5. C.
Some decisions are relatively unimportant.
Where you put your engineering
talent to work is not.

ANNOUNCES

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

RECENTLY, Rogers has
been visiting dormitory halls,
answering questions, and
commenting on student government activities. He has approved senate legislation, permitting the consumption of
alcoholic beverages in dormitory rooms, extension of curfew to 11 p.m., mainly for the
freshmen coeds, establishing
of a committee to review requests for solicitation of goods
in the dormitories, and the
establishing of a student union
planning committee. Only recently the president told the
student senate, following his
goof-up at Tigerama, that he
was beginning to realize fully
the great demands of the 24hour-per-day office. He apologized later for his verbal goofup; but his "slips of the tongue"
reveal his nature — that of the
majority of students at Clemson. He enjoys the bull sessions, the smokes, the drinks,
the parties, the dance weekends, the rack, the holidays
as much as any other student
Perhaps Tim Rogers has
learned much about university life since he took office,
but he probably has learned
more about the student body
presidency through his own
successes, failures and mistakes. Rogers has certainly
presented the student body
with a new type president —
one who identifies with the
majority but has the ability
to speak for that which he feds
to be right He has in many
ways shown a desire to fulfill
his campaign pledges and
listen to student requests, and
try to effect change. At least
the student body realizes that
their president does not hesitate to move ahead even
though with opposition.
Rogers has a few more
months to enact programs,
but his work thus far has
been colossal and worthy of
praise, at least for his resoluteness. Perhaps President
Rogers lias encouraged an
even greater awakening from
apathy than before. Only the
success of his ideas and programs will tell.

Santa Will Visit
Mental Patients

ROGERS tried to obtain sen-

j^. THE SHERWOOD STUDIO
in the
ROBIN HOOD WOOL SHOP
336 College Ave.

plus a number of other dedicated leaders that Rogers continues his work.

ALL Merchandise In
Both Men's Arid Ladies'
Departments Is Now

And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Your degree can be a
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS
SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

side of the package.
Gifts may be placed in a
box at Fort Hill Savings and
Loan Association on College
Street or in the counseling
office, Room 20, TillmanHall.
Gifts will be taken to hospitals
by the Pickens County Mental
Health Association.
The sponsoring organization suggests such gifts as
cologne, talcum powder, deodorants, lipstick, shaving lotion, costume jewelry, tote
bats, bedroom shoes, clothes
(shirts, ties, and sweaters),
small pillows, pocketbooks,
wallets, harmonicas, playing,
cards, smoking and chewing
tobacco, toys, and clothes for
children.
If a group would like to provide for a specific ward, such
suggestions as a TV, piano,
pictures, lamp shades, draperies, and pillows have been
made.
It is requested that no gifts
such as knives, razor blades,
scissors, and other sharp objects not be included. Work
clothes, toothpaste, and toothbrushes are furnished by the
hospital.
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Consult your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

"RACHEL,

RACHEL"

In Color
WeeL-Thur*. — NOT. 27-281
JOSE FERRER
SHELLEY WINTERS

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
CAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLCTOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST MLS. BEACH, FLORIDA

u

'ENTER

LAUGHING'
In Color

AIRCr"
DIVISION OP UNITID> AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION

A

208 College Ave.

Open Daily 'til 5:30 P.M.
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Death Valley Holds BesUnniru*. End
TRAILING
THE

TIGER
By CHARLES LATIMER
Sports Writer

The Clemson Tigers beat the University of
North Carolina Tar Heels last Saturday 24-14,
using the running of Ray Yauger and a defense
that was tough in the clutch.
The victory, however, was costly for the Tigers as they lost Yauger, who gained over 200
yards rushing, with a broken left forearm.
UNC played a fine game, but they could not
muster the forces to stop the Tigers who are after
their third straight ACC football championship.
Gayle Bomar, the Tar Heels scrambling quarterback, gave the Tiger defense a lot of trouble,
but the Bengals contained him when the Tar
Heels got into scoring territory. Saulis Zamautis,
a tailback, was outstanding in the second half for
UNC.
The running of Ray Yauger was of course the
highlight for Clemson, but the whole offense was
outstanding. Billy Ammons had another fine day.
Charlie Waters continues to improve at flanker
with more tremendous catches. The blocking by
the offense was good all day.
On defense, the entire secondary played well.
The pass rush was good, and the linebackers, led
by Billy Ware and Jimmy Catoe, were outstanding. If the defense had not risen to stop UNC
drives several times in the second half, the score
would have been much tighter.
The Tigers will need another superlative effort this week to stop Tommy Suggs and the
Gamecocks.

By KEITH LOVE
Sports Writer

Saturday, N.C. State will be
the champ with a 6-1 record.
Clemson gave the Wolfpack
Clemson's 1968 football its only conference loss this
season begins this Saturday in season.
Death Valley at 1:30 EST.
In case someone's interestIt will end somewhere ed, Clemson will take a 4-4-1
around 4 p.m. Saturday in the won-lost mark into the battle,
same location.
compared to South Carolina's
The opponent is South 3-6 record. The two schools
Carolina and in case you have played similar, though
haven't heard brother, this is not identical, schedules.
the big one. Did somebody say
Clemson lost the first Tigerthe only one?
Gamecock fight ever staged,
The stands will be-packed way back in 1896 by the score
with 48,000 screaming speci- of 12-6. The Tigers won the
mens of the animal man most recent encounter, 23-12
(Homo Sapiens), all gathered last year in Columbia. In be-.
about the arena with the anti- tween those two, there have
cipation of barbarians betting been 63 other Clemson-Caroon a cock fight. Above the en- lina clashes.
suing melee, the November
It doesn't take a Phd. to
atmosphere will be shattered figure out why this game is the
with all the cheers and oaths big one for both teams. It's like
man has yet invented.
Army-Navy, Georgia-Georgia
Tech or Harvard-Yale. The
The cry will not be for vic- game, once called 'Big Thurstory alone, but for blood. day', belongs to the state of
Sounds a bit revolting, but not South Carolina like cypress
really. It's all good clean fun knees and yellow jasmine.
as long as you're sitting on
The Clemson-Carolina serow 'Z' of Section UD.
ries is rich with elated triumphs
and heartbreaking defeats,
Actually, Clemson and with overflow crowds and inSouth Carolina have each evitable melodrama, with surplayed nine other football prises and upsets.
games this fall. By 2 p.m.
Saturday nobody in Death
There was the time some
Valley will remember the wise guy printed thousands
scores. N.C. State? Oh yeah.
of counterfeit tickets for the
Didn't we play them a couple
game when it was played in
of weeks ago?
Columbia during state fair
Clemson and South Caroweek. The result of coursewas
lina will be playing the one too many fans and too few
game that determines the seats and the stadium fences
length of the winter for both were finally knocked down.
schools. Somewhere in the The players had to dodge
process, an Atlantic Coast spectators on off-tackle plays.
Conference championship will
be decided.
And no Clemson die-hard
could ever forget Rodney
If Clemson wins, the Tigers
Rogers' 24-yard field goal
will cop their sixth outright with 1:42 left to play, back in
conference title and their 62nd '62. Clemson won 20-17 and
victory in the ACC since its in- finished the year 6-4. That
ception in 1953.
winter was a short one for
Frank Howard.
South Carolina has never
The 1968 tilt is not a sellwon the title. And if the Gamecocks come out the victors

out. There are still a few choice
grassplots at six bucks each
on the hill.
For the record, Clemson
and South Carolina meet Saturday for the 66th time on
the football field. In the previous 65 encounters, the
Tigers hold a 38-24-3 margin.
Againsti Carolina Head
Coach Paul Dietzel, Frank
Howard is 2-L Howard's
Tigers have beaten Dietzel's
only two Carolina teams for
the past two years, butin 1958
Dietzel's number-one-ranked
LSU squad edged Clemson
7-0 in the Sugar Bowl.
This week Clemson will go
without sophomore sensation
Ray Yauger. Yauger, who laat
week rushed for 201 yards
against UNC, broke his wrist
on a Tarheel helment and for
him the Clemson-Carolina
game will be something to
watch. Ray ended his year
with 760 yards rushing,
breaking Buddy Gore's rec-

ord for a Clemson sophomore
running back.
Gore, who didn't even dress
out against North Carolina
due to a questionable knee,
is expected to be inside jersey
'44' Saturday. If he is, alotof
prayers will be answered and
others will have been in vain.
Gore will play. But Charlie
Hook may start Hook was
knocked out in the UNC tilt
but he's OK. Clemson's starting tailback will be a mystery
man probably until Saturday
morning.
The rest of Clemson's football team is sound.
South Carolina will also
miss the services of an outstanding performer, junior
end Fred Ziegler. He has 59
catches this season for 841
yards but he also has a broken
collarbone.
The Gamecocks have a
dandy
quarterb ack
in
Tommy Suggs, a sophomore.
He has completed 93 of 172

passes for 1351 yards and 13
touchdowns. He threw five
TDs against Virginia and four
against Wake Forest.
Fullback Warren Muir has
been injured most of the year,
but has accumulated 376
yards on the'ground. He
should start this week. He'll
share the running with tailback Rudy Holloman.
South Carolina's offensive
line is small with one guard
weighing 183 pounds and a
172-pound end.
Tim Bice, a linebacker, is
the Gamecock's defensive
leader. He directs a basic
Oklahoma defensive unit.
Carolina oftens switches to the
Oklahoma Eagle defense.
This moves the right side
tackle and end down one
and puts the right linebaftker
on a receiver, giving the
Gamecocks better pass coverage.
Clemson's Billy Ammons
must be sharp to pass on the
Gamecocks. They have a

%Z^ 4
Ammons

Cagle

Clemson-Carolina. A football" spectacle par excellence
since 1896.
Once again Big Thursday,
it's now Big Saturday, with all
the flavor of a three-ring circus, country hayride and
neighborhood dogfight rolled
into one.
The game has class. The
kind you won't find anywhere
else in the world. Colored with
tobacco juice, tears and blood.
Studded with blistering accusations and priceless comments.
Some of those comments just
never get old.
Like the one back in 1941.
Clemson needed a first down
to keep a drive going, but

missed it by a foot. Carolina
took over and won 18-14.
After the game, Gamecock
fans gave coach Rex Enright
a new car. Clemson's Frank
Howard said later, "The only
difference between an automobile and a coffin is about
twelve inches of dirt."

Howard came out with a
couple of good ones in '46.
That year the stadium fences
fell under a mob of fans who
discovered they had counterfeit tickets. Howard says he

***X:

Catoe

Ducivorth

"^Sf.

never spent a worse afternoon.
" There were fans all over the
field," says Howard, "and
every time I'd look for a sub!
-stitute, there*d be forty people
between me and the'Fench."
After that '46 fiasco, a fan
told Howard, "That was the
best game I never saw."
Clemson lost to Carolina
26-6 in 1958. It was quite a
blow to Howard, whose team
was on its way to a bowl.
Afterwards a saddened Howard was approached by a
sympathetic fan who said,
"Don't forget coach, they say
you always gain strength in a
defeat." Howard didn't bat an
eye in replying, "Friend, meet
the strongest man in South
Carolina."
Once, a player in the TigerGamecock battle looked up
into the stands from the bench
and saw a fan hit another
spectator over the head with a
bottle. "Man," exclaimed the
player, "I'm sure glad I'm
down here. It's not safe up
in those stands."
The quotes and the jokes go
on and on. The ClemsonCarolina series has fathered a
million. But the mood changes
at game time. The funnies are
forgotten as the struggle
begins.
This might be reflected in
Frank Howard's disposition
this week. Departing from his
usual folksy format, the
Baron said Monday, "I don't
know nothin' funny about
those Gamecocks. All I know
is our boys are gonna have to
play football out there Saturday. As for me, Fm ready to
play it right now."

Winning Boot
Clemson specialist Rodney Rogers (20) kicks 24-yard
field goal that beat Carolina, 20-17 in 1962. The boot came
with 1:42 left in the game. The Tigers' Jim Parker (14) is
holding and USC's Ray Chalman (80) and Tommy Gibson
(75) attempt to block the missile.

Heard a good one lately?
You will after the '68 ClemsonCarolina collision is over . . .
no matter who wins.

Garick

Gore

Michael

By JULE WELBORN
Sports Writer
Twenty-three seniors including 11 starters, will be playing
their last collegiate football
game for Clemson Saturday
when the Tigers entertain the
South Carolina Gamecocks at
1:30 p.m.
Several expressed their feelings regarding this clash
which will decide the winner of
the Atlantic Coast Conference
title.
CATOE AND WARE
Jimmy Catoe, a recreation
and parks administration major from Kershaw, and Billy
Ware, an industrial management major from Varnville,
will be playing at their line-,
backing positions.
Catoe said, "I am going to
play the last game of my
career, and this is the big game
of the year because it is with
Carolina. It's always good to
beat Carolina, and I believe
we can do it. I have heard an
awful lot about Tommy
Suggs, but I don't think he is
as great as everybody says
he is.

"I hate to see it all end, but
in a way, I am glad. Looking
back, these four years have
gone by faster than I thought
they would," he concluded.
Ware remarked, " To me the
Clemson-Carolina game is
something that you look forward to each day of the year.
All the other games come and
go, but you always have the
Carolina game in mind. For
me this year will be the conclusion of the third season that
I have played here, and we
have won the ACC championship two years in a row. We
have worked too hard to let
it go by this year.
"Carolina is an improved
team, but I have no doubts
about who will come out on
top. I want to be able to look
back, say 20 or 30 years from
now, and say that Iplayedon
three Atlantic Coast Conference champion teams, "he continued.
Ware finally added, "There
are a lot of things at stake
other than the championship.
During the year, people are
always talking about the
Carolina game, and those
Carolina people are pretty

hard to fight when you lose to
them. They crow all year long.
My freshman year, we beat
them 20-0, my sophomore
year 35-10, and last year 2312. I don't have any plans to
let them beat us after we've
come this far and worked this
hard. I have no doubts that
we will come out on top."
AMMONS
Quarterback Billy Ammons,
RPA major from Camden,
commented, "I really want to
win this one. For me, this
game means that this will be
the final game that I will ever
play in football. It's a chance
for us to win the ACC championship for the third straight
year, and that's every year I
have played on a Clemson
team. I surely would like to
win that because it would be
a great honor.
"I have never played on a
team that has lost to Carolina, so I surely don't want to
lose one this late. Because of
al 1 the work that all players
have put out, and what the
coaches have done for us, I
think that we owe it»to them,

We Pick 'Em

M
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V

Clemson — South Carolina
Arkansas — Texas Tech
Duke — North Carolina
Wake Forest — Florida St.
Indiana — Purdue
Kansas — Missouri
Kentucky — Tennessee
LSU — Tulane
Maryland — Virginia
Michigan — Ohio St.
Nebraska — Oklahoma
Sou. Calif. — UCLA
Yale — Harvard
California — Stanford
East Carolina — Citadel

Laiimer
(96-40)
CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Fla. St.
Purdue
Mo.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Ohio St.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Calif.
Citadel

Callaway
(95-41)
CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Fla. St.
Purdue
Mo.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Ohio St.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Calif.
Citadel

Walser
(93-43)
CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Fla. St.
Purdue
Kans.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Mich.
Neb.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Calif.
Citadel

Glenn
(93-43)
CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Fla. St.
Purdue
Kans.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Ohio St.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Harvard
Calif.
East. Car.

Rayburn

Ware

As The Kickoff Approaches.
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The final outcome of the '68
Clemson-Carolina war won't
become important until there
are only seconds on the clock.
By then half the fans won't
know where they are and the ■
other half won't care.
At any rate, old man winter
will be waiting in the wings
to see who he'll visit the
longest.

r

Once, a Carolina player intercepted a Clemson pass and
scored. After the game a beaming USC alumnus slipped the
athlete fifty dollars. "Heck,"
said the player, "if I'd known
it was that valuable, I'd have
stopped at the fity-yard line
to take bids."

*•

I

Actually, it doesn't matter
who suits up for either side
Saturday. Death Valley will be
jammed to the brim with 75
per cent alumni of both
schools, and as long as there
is an active group of orange
and white humanity down on
the field, the day will be a
huge success.

KS

Tigers Against Birds
Spawns Memories Galore
By KEITH LOVE
Sports Writer

good secondary, led by Roy
Don Reeves, brother of the
Dallas Cowboys' Dan.
Clemson will go with the
usual lineup, excepting Ray
Yauger. Benny Michael will
be at fullback.

Kennette
(92-44)
CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Wake
Purdue
Kans.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Ohio St.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Calif.
Citadel

Peel*
Welborn
(89-47)
(91-45)
CLEMSON CLEMSON
Ark.
Ark.
Duke
Duke
Fla. St.
Fla. St.
Purdue
Purdue
Mo.
Kans.
Tenn.
Tenn.
LSU
LSU
Va.
Va.
Ohio St.
Mich.
Okla.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Yale
Calif.
Calif.
East. Car.
Citadel

Brown
(86-50)
CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Fla. St.
Purdue
Kans.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Ohio St.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Calif.
Citadel

Holmes
(84-52)
CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Fla. St.
Purdue
Kans.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Ohio St.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Calif.
Citadel

LOT*

ZOG

CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Fla. St.
Purdue
Kans.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Mich.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Calif.
Citadel

CLEMSON
Ark.
Duke
Fla. St.
Purdue
Kans.
Tenn.
LSU
Va.
Ohio St.
Okla.
Sou. Cal.
Yale
Calif.
Citadel

ourselves, and everyone else
to win," he concluded.
MICHAEL
Fullback Benny Michael, an
arts and sciences major from
Clemson, said, "The Carolina
game means everything.
While attending Clemson, I
have never played on a team
that had a losing record, and
I've never played on a team
that didn't win the conference
championship. All this rides
on this one game. It's a do-ordie situation."
GORE
Tailback Buddy Gore, a biology major from Conway,
stated, "The South Carolina
game will be.more than likely,
the very last game of football
that I will ever play. I feel
certain that I will be able to
play, and I'm going to give it
my all as I've never done before while playing against
Carolina. I believe that the
Tigers will win this Saturday
as they did a year ago."
CAGLE
John Cagle, an IM major
from Cayce, playing at defensive tackle, had this to say:
"Well I feel that this game
means a lot to everyone, but
it means ever so much to me,
being a senior. This will be
the fourth time that I have
played against Carolina, and
I certainly would like to make
this one the fourth in a row
that we have won.
"For the seniors like myself,
it would be wonderful, say 20
years from now, to know that
all three years we played, we
were the ACC champions. Besides that, my living in Cayce
which is just outside of Columbia, I feel that if we do not
win this game, I won't be able
to go home. I know what people expect of me, and I know
that I will have to go honu
whether we win or lose. So I
know that I definitely want
to win," Cagle concluded.
GARICK
Offensive tackle

Richard

••

Garick, an IM major from
Orangeburg, remarked, "Seeing as football has been apart
of my life for so long, Saturday will be a rather sad moment after playing for about
fifteen years. I have always
had football to look forward
to in the fall, but now I reckon
it will all be over, although I
would like to play pro ball.
I will be glad to have no more
football practice, but I will
miss playing in the games.
Since this is the Carolina
game, and since it is the last
game that I will play, I am
going to try to do the best
that I have every done so that
we can repeat as champions
again."
DUCWORTH
Ronnie Ducworth, a dairy
science major from Anderson,
holding down the defensive
end position, gave these views:
"I don't know how to express
how I really feel about playing in my last game. I just
want to leave here saying that
I have never been beaten by
the Gamecocks. I want to be
able to remember when I get
old that we were never beaten
by them, and also that we
won three conference championships.
" This will be my last game
here, so it will be the one that
I remember most of all. It
will be the game of this team
that the fans will remember.
It really means a lot to know
that you came through for
your fans," concluded Ducworth.
RAYBURN
Defensive back Lee Rayburn, an IM major from Gulf
Breeze, Fla., said, "The main
reason this game is important
to me is that it means the ACC
championship for the third
straight year, and also a winning record of 5-4-1. Even
though I'm not from South
Carolina, I hate Carolina,
and I've never played on a
team that was beaten by them.
Even though Paul Dietzel of
USC has a dream, I don't
think this is the year that is is
going to come true."
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Basketball 1968-Action Will Be Fast And Furious
By JIM WALSER
Sports Writer
The Atlantic Coast Conference is the toughest basketball
conference in the nation. If you
don't believe it, then ask the
eight ACC coaches and they'll
tell you.
Despite the tough competition their teams will face, the
coaches are optimistic. With
the exception of South Carolina, which lost four starters,
and possibly N.C. State, the
conference teams will be
tougher than last year.
North Carolina is the preseason choice, but not by
much. Duke, picked as second
in the country by one basketball magazine, will have a fine
team and they always give the
Tar Heels a rough time.
Wake Forest has a potentially fine ball club. Clemson,
Maryland and Virginia will
be improved.
NORTH CAROLINA
Last year North Carolina
went to the finals of the NCAA
j tournament in Los Angeles
before losing to UCLA. The
year before they had journeyed to Louisville where they
were beaten in the semifinals
by Dayton.
This season Ail-American
Larry Miller is gone, the ACC
teams are vastly improved
and the schedule is a monster.
Coach Dean Smith laments,
"Our weakest schedule will
definitely be the schedule." The
Heels face Oregon twice, Kentucky at Lexington, Vanderbilt, Virginia Tech, Georgia
Tech, and Florida State in
non-conference competition.
They participate in the Holiday Festival in New York
which includes some teams as
St. Johns, Princeton, Michigan
State, and UCLA. In addition,
they play 14 conference
games, none of which will be
easy tasks.
Rusty Clark, Bill Bunting,
Dick Grubar, and Olympic-

whiz Charlie Scott return to
form the nucleus of the '68
team.
The job of replacing Miller
is paramount. Senior forward
Joe Brown, whom Smith describes as "battler" has the inside track. He's been the number one sub for the past two
seasons.
Scott, at 6-5, will alternate
between forward and guard.
He must take Miller's place
as the clutch player, the man
who consistently dominates
the game.
Clark, a towering 6-11, will
be in the middle. He was the
star of the Tar Heels' Eastern
Regional victory last March.
Frank McGuire calls Clark
"the most underrated player
in the league."
Grubar is an excellent ball
hawk and team leader. Bunting holds the other forward
spot and he has looked good
thus far in practice.
As one can see, the lineup
is set. Lee Dedmon, Eddie
Fogler, and Gerald Turtle will
help.
Summarizing, Dean Smith
has an impressive group of
players to attack his highquality schedule.

DUKE
The Blue Devils of Duke will
again provide the brunt of
North Carolina's competition.
Duke coach Vic Bubas continually produces great basketball teams and this year's
squad is no exception. 10
lettermen return to build
around and several sophomores will play a lot of basketball.
Injuries have hampered the
Dukes. Center Warren Chapman had two operations and
will play little, if any. Doug
Jackson has been hurt since
twisting a knee after practicing for fiteen minutes. John
Posen, a guard, has been hurt
for two weeks.
Also, Duke suffered the loss
by graduation of Mike Lewis,

an All-American.
Bubas says that he feels his
team can score enough points,
if only they can rebound. This
is where the loss of Lewis will
hurt.
But the bright spots far outnumber the minuses.
Dave Golden, a speedy sixfoot guard, returns along with
forward Steve Vandenberg.
Senior Fred Linn will pair
with Vandenberg at the forwards. Tim Teer is the backup
man in the frontcourt
Soph Randy Denton(6-10),
whom Bubas feels will be a
"great one," will move in at
center to replace Lewis.
Little Dick DeVenzio will
quarterback the Devils. He
was one of the most sought
after high schoolers in the
country two years ago. C.B.
Clairborne will see a lot of
action at guard.
In short, the Blue Devils
have 10 or 12 good basketball players. They possess
height, speed, and ability. You
don't need much more.

man and Davis pumped in almost 30 points each game.
Senior Jerry Montgomery
holds the other guard spot and
directs the attack. He has completely recovered from a back
injury he incurred last year.
The forwards will be juniors
Dickie Walker and Dan Ackley. Walker led the Deacs with
17 points and six rebounds a
game as a sophomore. Ackley
played center last season and
did little. He should improve
after switching to forward.
Norwood Todman, a former starter, and Bob Rhoades
will be the first subs for the
Deacons.
Larry Habeggrer, NeilPastushok, and Jay Randall will
play some.
The Deacons have a muchimproved team. They have
better rebounding and better
scoring potential. With a few
breaks, they could give UNC
and Duke a run for the crown.

N.C. STATE
Another team that will make
life uneasy for UNC is their
Raleigh-rival, N.C. State.
Four starters return from a
team that won 16 ball games.
But the problem is replacing
the one that's gone. Eddie
Biedenbach, who led the Wolfpack in practically everything
in '67-68, has graduated.
Coach Norman Sloan says,
"We'll be weaker in the beginning because of the loss of
Biendenbach, but I think we
can build around his loss."
Senior Dick Braucher will
have to take up some of the
slack. At 6-4, he will play
forward and guard. He tallied
12 points a game last season.
Vann Williford, only 6-6,
will play center. He's a good
rebounder despite his apparent lack of height.
Joe Serdich and Nelson
Isley will alternate between
forward and guard. Both are
6-4 and neither will help the
rebounding much. Isley has a
beautiful left-handed jump
shot and will help tremendously with the scoring.
The other starter is transfer
Rick Anheuser, who should be
a big help in rebounding.
Guards Al Heartley and Jim
Risinger and forwards Bill
Marvedes and Doug Tilley
will supplement the starters.
The Wolfpack will have a
tough ball club. But like so
many other teams, they lack
the big man. With the tough
schedule that State will face,
their record of a year ago will
drop.

WAKE FOREST
Not since the long-forgotten
days of Len Chappel and little
Billy Packer have the basketball prospects been brighter at
Wake Forest.
Four promising sophomores and seven lettermen
from a year ago are presently
fighting for the starting jobs.
Moreover, it appears that
the Deacons have knocked the
injury jinx that harpooned
their chances last year.
Because of this optimistic
outlook Coach Jack McCloskey says, "The attitude is entirely different from a year
ago. It's just unbelievable."
Still, he cautions, "this is the
same group of players and
coaches thatlost21 games last
season."
Two sophomores will start
Gilbert McGregor (6-7)willbe
at center and wiry Charlie
Davis is presently at a guard.
McGregor averaged 18 rebounds a contest as a fresh-

VIRGINIA
Coach Bill Gibson has his
The Cavaliers have height,
scoring, and loads of depth.
Finally, it may be Virginia's
year.
Guards Chip Case and Tony
Kinn will provide most of the
offensive fireworks for Virginia. Case averaged 15
points a game last year and
this came while playing with
injuries. Kinn, although he
admits he was overweight, hit
for 17 points a contest. Gibson expects both of these averages to improve.
Norm Carmichael( 6-9) will

—Hodges

Tigers Work Out

play center for the Cavaliers
for the third straight year. He
came down with 12 rebounds
and popped in 15 points
a game last season.
John Gidding, a senior who
has played little, and returnees
Buddy Reams and Mike
Wilkes have shots at forward,
Gidding has been a pleasant
surprise, but it will be a real
surprise if he doesn't return
to the bench when Reams recovers from an injury.
With this veteran lineup,
very few sophomores will be
used. Bill Gerry, a 6-7 center
who averaged 20ppg. as a
freshman, and John Hill may
play a little.
Maybe, just maybe, it's Virginia's year.

CLEMSON
Speed is the key word in
Tigertown this fall. Coach
Bobby Roberts feels that an
increase in speed will lead to
a much better season than the
one Clemson fans suffered
through last year.
The Tigers have everyone
back and they're ready toforget last year and start over.
Richie Mahaffey and Butch
Zatezalo are the leaders. Captain Mahaffey is the last of four
brothers to play for Clemson.
He scored at a 16.7 clip and
also rebounded well in '6768.
Zatezalo led the ACC in
scoring last season. He expects to take fewer shots this
season because of several
other good shooters who will
play.
Trip Jones, a 6-5 forward,
also is back. Jones hit for ten
points a game.
Junior college transfer Ronnie Yates will probably start
at the other forward position.
He starred for two years at
Anderson Junior College.
Sophomores will determine
just how far the Tigers go.
Dave Thomas and John
Coakley are each trying to
break into the starting five.
Dickie Foster and Pete Weddell, a pair of 6-6 sophs, will
play a lot up front.
Overall, the Tigers should
be an exciting team that will
depend on speed and good
shooting.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Frank McGuire's South
Carolina Gamecocks will start
four sophomores. Generally
in the ACC, that's a pretty
good formula for getting beat.
Unfortunately for the rest of
the league these sophomores
are unusually talented.
The returning starter is also
pretty unusual. Captain Bob
Cremmins, only 6-2, willplay
forward. After playing guard
for most of last season, Cremmins moved to forward in the
later games where he rebounded like a seven-footer. Needless to say, he'll start there
again this year.
The sophomores are Billy
Walsh, John Roche, John
Ribock, and Tom Owens.
Walsh is a left-hander and he's
a sharpshooter.
Roche is the ball-handler
and quarterback in the tradi-

The Tiger was represented
at the ACC Operation Basketball '68 in Greensboro, N.C.
to get a good look at the coming basketball season. Staff
writers had the opportunity
to talk with the players and
coaches.
The Tiger plans in depth
coverage of Tiger basketball
this year. Here's an inside
look at five of the ACC's top
players. See our next issue for
more interviews with Duke
and Wake Forest players as
well as our Tigers.
Pete Johnson of Maryland is
looking for a winning season
in his last year as a Terrapin.
The six-foot senior says, "I
definitely think we'll improve
on the last year's 4-10 record
in the ACC. I think we'll move
up."
Johnson was the shortest
forward in the conference last
year, but he can improve his
15 point scoring average as
he moves to a guard position
this year. In fact, he spent
more time than ever working
on his shooting this summer.

Pete majors in recreation
and selected Maryland because he hails from the Washington area and recognized
the job opportunity for a
homegrown recreation supervisor. Watch Pete for his quickness on defense as well as his
scoring ability.
When the N.C. State Wolfpack rolls into Littlejohn
Coliseum on February 1, they
will be led by two fine seniors,
Dick
Braucher and Joe
Serdich. These two combined
for 25 points a game last year,
and Braucher is a dead shot
as he hit 52 per cent of his field
goal attempts.
Braucher feels, "There will
be more pressure on me this
year because of the loss of
Eddie Biedenbach. He was a
great Ball-handler, and he always gave us a lift on defense." The Pennsylvanian
guard will have the task of
leading State this year.
Joe Serdich is 6-4, like
Braucher, but Joe is a fixture
at forward for the Wolfpack.
Joe is one of the most consistent players in the ACC.
Indeed, the West Virginian
said marriage had made his

exhibition
& sale ol
original
graphics
lor collectors

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
RUDOLPH LEE
GALLERY
DEC. 2, 1968

10 a.m. io 5 p.m.

by
Chagall,
Baskin,
Rouault,
Daumier,
Picasso,
& many
others

Grubar and Clark are both
expressive young men, but
Grubar's Yankee accent
(Schnectady, N. Y.) differs
greatly from Rusty Clark's
soft Southern manner of
speaking. Rusty is only 6-10
3/4 and 230 lbs.
But the future doctor found
himself weighing 260 this
summer. Clark traveled some
6,000 miles by car to Mexico,
and, "We would eat a big meal
and then drive 300 miles. Ihad
no chance to exercise."
Rusty says that he will miss
All-American Larry Miller, especially on the offensive
boards. Rusty will try to improve on his own 16 points
and 11 rebounds a game of
last year.
The tallest athlete in the ACC
also is one of the coolest. "The
pressure of being one of the
nation's top teams isn't as bad
as you would think, but it's always there." Clemson's own
Richie Mahaffy is one of the

life much more orderly, even
though he kept it a secret for a
while.
Moving on in the Tar Heel
state, we find Rusty Clark
and Dick Grubar of defending champion North Carolina. The Tar Heels should
be great again this year, and
these two seniors are an integral part of their squad.

Dick Grubar has been the
backcourt leader of the Tars
for three years. He's an excellent ball handler and definder, and this year he hopes
to add more offensive punch.
Dick explains it this way,
"Last year I started out in a
slump, and I lost my confidence. I was even blowing
easy lay-ups. But I shot for
two or three hours a day this
summer, and I hope I'm
cured."

—Hodges

tion of Jack Thompson.
Ribock, an eighteen year
old soph from Augusta, Ga.,
will be at the pivot
Stringbean Tom Owens (610, 190) works with Cremmins at forward. Owens averaged 24 points a game while
rebounding at a 17.6 clip as
a freshman.
Gene Spencer, Charlie Vacca, and Hank Martin will play
when needed. In fact, McGuire
is thinking of starting the 5-9
Martin.
If Carolina is to win, the
sophomores must
come
through. They may have trouble at first, but by tournament time they should be
ready.
MARYLAND
Maryland looks like the
ACC's leading candidate for
the cellar. And it's not because
they will not be improved, but
instead because everyone else
improved more.
Pete Johnson, a 6-foot guard
is back. He'll be the leader.
Johnson's 15 point average
was tops on the Terrapins
squad last season. Joining
Johnson at guard is Mickey
Wiles.
Will Hetzel, a junior from
Washington, D.C., will return
to center where he dropped in
14 points a game last year.
Sophomores Chuck Worthington and Dickie Stobaugh
man the forward slots. Each
of them averaged almost 20
points as freshmen.
Prospects look dim for
1968-69. But Coach Frank
Fellows is building. He has
youth this year and he will
suffer.

WSP

toughest opponents for Clark.
" It seems like Richie and Clemson always give us a hard
time. They could be tough this
year."

•«f>

WASHINGTON
SQUARE PRESS, INC.
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BILL LOWERY
TALENT, INC.
presents

Entertainment
for Young America
Exclusively:
The Tams Revnue
Billy Joe Royal &
Band
Swingin' Medallions
Classics IV
Candymen
Movers
Sensational Epics
Tip-Tops
and many others
Call Collect:
Ric Cartey Jack Martin
(404) 237-6317 or
233-3962
Or Write:
P. O. Box 9687
Atlanta, Ga. 30319

Served in a Jiffy
Pendleton Road

Clemson

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

POLAROID SWINGER
Only $16.88

Suggested
Retail Price
$19.95

Model 3000 Big Swinger $22.88
POLAROID FILM AT DISCOUNT PRICES
LIVE LOOKING!

YOUR

PLUCKED GAMECOCK

exalt

Only $\98

STORE

SKELT0N

$

630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020 A Subsidiary of Simon & Schuster, Inc.

Two of the Tigers, Tom
Leonard and Bruce Lowry,
have completed their crosscountry eligibility and all
Clemson students should be
proud of the way that these
two runners have competed
for their school. They are
good examples of the excellent
athletic ability and good
sportsmanship qualities of
Clemson athletes.
Things look bright for future Clemson cross-country
teams as the Tigers have two
freshmen, 2 sophomores, and
one junior returning next
year, so we canexpectaneven
better showing of the Tigers.

Burgers
Barbecues
Dinners To Go

runa
HOME & AUTO
CLEMSON
654-2034

Clemson University was
well represented in the Atlantic Coast Conference crosscountry meet at the University
of Maryland November 11,
1968, as the Tigers placed
fourth, behind Maryland.
Duke, and the University of
North Carolina, their best
showing ever.
Freshman Jason Hill continued to lead the Tigers as
he placed 11th, showing that
he is definitely going to be one
of the better runners in the conference.
Also running excellent races
for the Tigers were sophomore
Don Morgan and freshman
Richie Furst.
Morgan who was expected
to be the Tigers' number one
runner this fall got off to a
slow start but has come on
real strong the last few meets.
Richie Furst has been doing
an outstanding job for the
Tigers all season, especially
considering the amount of illness he has suffered this fall.
It would be impossible to
neglect the outstanding job
done by the rest of the team,
Jay Wilier, Tom Leonard,
Bruce Lowry and Dave Hall,
as it was truly a team effort
and had any one member run
less than his best the Tigers
would not have done as well
as they did.

Mac's Drive-in

Auto
Tape
Player

- SPECIAL 8-Track "Vivid Sounds" Auto Stereo
Tapes — Popular Artists and Hits!
Reg. 6.95 - One Week Only - $3.89

Harriers Place 4th In
Cross-Country Action

New
Writing

CRAIG

Cr»ll SWW Aatomatte »-tr«k
Stereo. This deluxe 8-tracK
unit makes every tape a new
■•listening" experience. Your
car never aounded better.
Chrome face-plate, dust cover
and track Indicator U*ht».

"I fs All Miner

Prize-winning poems, short stories j
and novel excerpts by
twenty-two college writers—
the best of campus writing today

ACC Standouts View Campaign
By SAM KEXNETTE
Sports Writer

mm

PORT-A-SEAT

'Serving CUnuon Since 190T

- WITH A SMILE Downtown

Clemson

ALUMINUM
COMPACT
FOLOINO

■ [STADIUM
$3.50

PO-KE-NO
NEW - EXCITING
CARD GAME

$398

HARPERS 5&10
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By JULE WELBORN
Sports Writer
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Last week our Tigers took
their next to the last step to
another Atlantic Coast Conference title. The game was not
an easy one, but the Tigers
prevailed.
MIKE LOCKLAIR, a senior defensive lineman from
Great Falls, said, "We were
not up for the ball game. We
took it too lightly, and we
couldn't do anything right.
Gayle Bomar is the finest
quarterback that we've seen
this year. Gary Compton and
Billy Ware played an outstanding game for Clemson."

Rugge rs
The players refuse Mr. Strickland's beef pies—an epoch making moment before
ihe packed stands in the recent Allanta-Clemson Rugby game.

Clemson Ruggers Inspired
By Those Hot Beef Pies
By KEN BURROWS
Staff Writer
The recent introduction of
hot beef-pies to the post-game
refreshments of the Clemson
Rugby Club, and the stolid refusal of most of the players
to eat them, could lead to some
interesting developments.
Mr. Strickland, the refreshment organizer, has insisted
that, since the said beef-pies
can be bought at an incredibly
low price (they are delivered
to the door by weight in bur lap
sacks), the club cannot afford
not to buy them. Thus one of
Rugby's major assets is a
stockpile of stale brick-hard
beef-pies. The hope is now
that by the early 1970's the
Club should be able to build
its own Club-house unless the

major deciding factor in the
trade price of individual beefgame
after which at least three
pies should change favorably.
It has already been suggest- players had to be given artified that a place of our own be cial respiration. Mr. John
Page, the referee, must be
built out of Old Milwaukee
praised for his deft use of the
beer-cans, but the general
feeling is that we would not whistle while giving the kiss
wish to plagiarize an idea that of life. Nevertheless, many
has already been employed by feel that Mr. Pelletier's insisthe University in the construc- tence on playing in snorkel and
flippers was both unnecessary
tion of the new Coliseum.
and something of a hindrance.
Archtectural speculations
The team was sadly without
aside, last week saw Clemson
pitted against an experienced the assistance of Mr. Dave
Atlanta side. By dint of cun- Johnson, who is at the moment
ning strategy, clever adjust- suffering from a bad head-cold
ment to the soaking conditions, caught from lying prostrate on
re markedly subtle interplay the freezing ground for an hour
between backs and forwards "last week at 1 Georgia State
and unflagging application to while waiting for an ambuthe rugged and brutal business lance. (Mr. Johnson broke his
of the game, we lost again. leg in three places and rather
The rain was undoubtedly a selfishly refused to leave the
field and allow the game to
continue.
Last Sunday's game was in
fact planned to take place in
F. Ward of Emory University
Hospital as a tribute to Mr.
Johnson's tibia, but several
other patients, mainly bladder
complaints, objected.)We are,
Charleston, University of however, happy to report that
South Carolina, and Clemson Dave is making good progress
on his exlusive diet of Clam
invitational meets.
Chowder and stale beef-pies.
They also placed a fourth in
The Rugby Club continues
the mit as Boston University,
to welcome new players, and
say goodby to them almost in
MIT, and Brown. They came
the same breath. On Sunday
within two points of the Naat least four brandl newplaytional Champion Coasti Guard
ers took the field. The conAcademy. The team also posttinual downpour and slippery
ed a 3-0 record over USC and
ground made running ex~_
became the sole possessor of
tremely difficult. After a few
the Clemson-USC Perpetual
minutes, the ball became alTrophy.
most impossible to hold.
This fall the team has not
Nevertheless the homefared as well, due mainly to
team came close to scoring
inexperience
with larger
several times. As usual the 2
boats. The Sailing Club has onmajor problem was a lack of
ly three penguins for its
finishing drive and consisalmost seventy members and
tency. The result was an unno sloop boats. As most of the
assuming 6-0 win by Atlantameets were held in larger
all points coming from penalboats, the team was at a disties.
advantage.
The important thing is that
the close-fought nature of the
The club hopes to receive
game helped further cement
the money from the alumni
association, as this group has Clemson's relationship with
the Georgia Club. There can
helped them a great deal in the
past. In fact, the alumni were be no doubt that the friendly
very instrumental in sending intercourse between our two
Clubs alone has made Rugby
the team to Boston. With the
a pretty worth-while occupause of another boat and the
tion. We have, so-far, arrangenlarged facilities atthe"Y",
the team is looking forward to ed 97 games with Atlanta for
next semester.
a good spring season.

Sailors Look To
Better Things
BY TIM SHULL
Sports Writer
The Clemson Sailing Team
sailed its last meet of the season last Saturday against
Georgia Tech. The Tech Yellowjackets succeeded in furthering their school jinx over
the Tigers.
As exams are drawing near,
the team will sail in no more
meets this fall. The boats will
be taken up in January for
maintenance and repairs, but1
they will be back in the water
in February.
The sailing team is composed of members of the
Clemson Sailing Club. This is
a relatively new organization
on campus. Efforts of Lt. Col.
Dewey Franklin, a former
POAS, and Mrs . Helen Hanley. The boats are kept at the
"Y Beach," and the "Y" has
provided a ramp and a separate area for the club facilities.
The team fared extremely
well its first year, as two of
the boys were nationally ranked in other boats. The team
took first in the Southeastern
Intercollegiate Sailing Invitational atSt. Petersburg, Fla.
Old Dominion, College of

JACKIE LEE JACKSON.
senior center from Marion,
said, "They played a straight,
tough defense. We didn't
realize that they were that
good. They hit hard, and we
weren't fired up. Our pass protection was especially good,
however. I couldn't believe
the way Ray Yauger ran. He
followed and used his Mockers real well, and he broke
many tackles past the line of
scrimmage. Grady Burgner,
Joe Lhotsky, and Richard Garick also had outstanding performances for the Tigers.

"I am a senior who has
never lost to the Cocks, and
I don't want to start now.
This game means a lot to me
because I am from a Clemson family — born and bred
to hate Carolina. This is the
most important game of my
career, and it is even more
important to some others.
We've got to beat them to win
the ACC and have a winning
season," he concluded.
The offensive lineman and
RPA major added, "Their defense doesn't charge, but they
use their hands a lot They are
not very big, but they are ex-

CLEMSON 24, UNC 14
Powerful Ray Yauger
pushed Clemson to within one
game of the ACC title as Clemson smashed UNC 28-14.
Yauger, the shifty Tiger runner, punished the Tar Heel defense for 209 yards. But it
was the Tiger defense who
nailed down the elusive victory as they blunted repeated
Tar Heel thrusts at Clemson
DUKE 16,WAKEFOREST3
Leo Hart, Duke's great
sophomore, gunned the Blue
Devils to an easy 16-3 victory
over Wake Forest. Hart, a
cool performer proved to be
poison to the Deacons, as he
ran and passed for nearly 400
yards. This week, Duke entertains arch-rival UNC.

: .4tft »;iriJb,*' >«n*'"■
-HodgW

"Up, Up, And Away"

1968 Soccer Team Ends
With Successful Season
JOHN CALLAWAY
Sports Writer
The Clemson soccer Tigers
finished their season with an
impressive 9-3-1 record by
gaining three victories in their
last week of competition.
The Tigers won a game with
Belmont Abbey, 1-0; Furman
5-0; and Georgia State, 2-0.
The 9-3-1 record shows a
great deal of improvement

ACC Roundup
By LEWIS HOLMES
Sports Writer

tremely quick. Tim Bice is an
All-American linebacker who
might not play, and Tyler
Hellams is a fine defensive
pack.
"They have never beaten
us. I have a lot of friends
who are Carolina fans, and I
couldn't face them if we lost.
This
ACC championship
means a lot, and we want it for
the coaches. I regret this is my
last game, and I wish that I
had another year to play. We
want to make Paul Dietzel
eat every word that he has
uttered against Clemson this
year."

MARYLAND 13, PENN
STATE 57
Bowl-bound Penn State
routed hapless Maryland 5713. Senior David Campbell
broke loose several times for
long gains to key the Lions'
attack. The Lions'defense was
also impressive as it held the
punchless Terps in check
throughout the entire game.
USC 6, VPI17

from the first season record
of 6-5. Defense played agreat
part in the games, and two star
members of the defense, Bill
Collins and GeorgeKammoun,
will be lost due to graduation
this year. Other seniors are
Frank Schmidt, Bjoin Anzen,
and Mark Rubich.
The Tigers' loses; came
from Maryland, 3-1; UNC,
4-3; Duke, 3-2. Maryland and
UNC both have been selected
by the NC AA for the first round
competition in the NCAA tournament to determine a U.S.A.
collegiate champion for 1968.
Coach Ibrahim attributes
part of the poor showing in the
ACC to scheduling. Clemson
played three ACC games in the
span of seven days, whichwas
difficult for the Tigers, due to
injuries which were hard to
fill in that short span. Clemson's hardest games this season were Maryland, UNC., N.
C. State, and Warren Wilson.
The Tigers played their
poorest game against Duke,
the last place team in the conference, while they played
their best against UNC, Warren Wilson and N.C. State.

Rough-and-tumble Virginia
Tech held mighty Carolina's
offense in check Saturday
night, long enough for the
Gobblers to register a 17-6
victory over the tough Cocks.
Linebacker Dave Edwards
proved to be a thorn in the
JOHN CALLAWAY
side of Carolina, as he made
Sports Writer
numerous tackles and reThe Clemson bowling team
covered two Carolina fum- met another defeat by the
bles.
hands of Tennessee on Nov. 8.
It was a heartbreaking loss for

-Littlejohn

«r?

Vve Been This Way Before."

Littleiohn

"Which Way?"

Bowlers Sell Calendars

-Hodges

Diane Brown

Clemson University Sports Car Club presents Clemson-Carolina Auto Cross. It is
to be held Sunday, Nov. 24, in the commuter parking) lot behind Architecture Building. Registration will be at 12:00; first caroff at 1:00 p.m. Trophies will be awarded.
Everyone is invited.

the Tigers as they lost by the
score 2738-2735. A total of
3 pins out of 15 games caused
the Tigers to lose.
On the last throw of the
match, anchor manBuckBoyd
needed a strike in order for the
Tigers to win. Buck got 9 pins
but it just was not enough.
High scorer of the game was
Jay Gully who averaged 197
with his highest game at 230.
After Thanksgiving the team
will go on a tour to the Washington D.C. area to try their
luck with several other bowling squads.
In Februarythe team will go
to Charlotte for an intercollegiate tournament where they
will again seek the position
of no. 1 in the South.
Last year the team had a
fine record of 17 wins and 1
loss.
Since the bowling team gets
very few funds to carry on this
upcoming sport at Clemson,
the team is selling Tiger calendars like the one shown. The
price of these calendars is
$2.00 apiece, and the money
received from the calendars
will be used to equip the Tiger
bowlers.
All Clemson fans are urged
to buy these calendars which
will be on sale Saturday of the
Clemson - Carolina football
game on the loggia and downtown.

Calendars can be ordered
by sending your name, address, and $2.00 plus 10 cents
postage to:
Jack E. Tuttle
Bowling Team Faculty Advisor
203 Hardin Hall
Clemson University
Clemson, S.C. 29631
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Tiger Calendar

nr

SPER^Y RAI\D

Dairy
Queen

Hand - Made
CANDLES

<^

ENGINEERS

AND

SOAP
Washpot
SCENTED CANDLE
IN A DECORATOR
CERAMIC POT

Scented Soap
in a lovely decanter

Career opportunities with
a major Division of a
national corporation serving worldwide maritime
interests. Located in scenic, historic Virginia.

SPLITS
SHAKES
SUNDAES
BRAZIER BURGERS
QUICK SERVICE
DELICIOUS FOOD

RADAR SYSTEMS
DEEP OCEAN TECHNOLOGY
MARINE AUTOMATION
SHIP CONTROL
MAGNETICS
GYROSCOPICS
NAVIGATION AIDS

On Campus Interviews
November 26, 1968
For BS, MS in Mechanical, Electrical Engineering
and Related Sciences.
Register with your placement officer or write:
Professional Employment Representative

Candy Stripe Delicatessen
Distributors for S. S. Pierce of Boston

KOSHER MEATS
IMPORTED SALAMI
IMPORTED CHEESE

ALL YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGES AT
DISCOUNT PRICES
506 N. Murray Ave.

Phone 226-2144

Anderson, S. C.
HIGHWAY 123 FRONTAGE ROAD
P. O. Box 1026 • 219 Main St., Seneca, S. C. 29678

MARINE SYSTEMS DIVISION
CHARLOTTESVILLE. VIRGINIA 22901

Phone

882-3443

1
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Concert Band Is Currently Organizing

IS HE
ON
YOUR
CONSCIENCE?

The Clemson University
Concert Band is now organizing for the spring semester.
Particularly needed yet are
flutes, clarinets, and doublereed instruments.
Concert Band carries one
hour academic credit (Music
362) with admission on consent of the director. Rehearsals are Mondays, Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, from 5 to
6:30 p.m.
Any Clemson student, male
or female, interested in membership in the band is urged
to contact Dr. Butler in the
department of bands office immediately.
ARCHITECTURE
LECTURE
Alexander S. Cochran, a
leading architectural practitioner of Baltimore, Md., will
present an illustrated public
lecture in the School of Architecture Monday.
Cochran will talk on "Baltimore: Architecture and the
Individual" in the architectual
auditorium at 8 p.m. Following his program, refreshments
will be served in the Rudolph
Lee Gallery.
The speaker received his
bachelor's degree from Princeton and his B. Arch, from
Harvard Graduate School of
Design.

..fcg's.

gant

FEDERAL SUMMER JOBS
The Civil Service Commission will conduct its tests for
1969 summer jobs according
to the following schedule:
Those who apply by Dec. 6
will be tested on Jan. 11; by
Jan. 3 on Feb. 8; and by
Jan. 30 on March 8.
Candidates who wish to
compete should ask for a copy
of Announcement No. 414,
Summer Jobs in Federal
Agencies, which may be obtained from high school counselors, college placement offices, Civil Service Commission offices, and major post
offices.
Federal Service Entrance
Examination is also being
given monthly. Applications
can be obtained from the Civil
Service Examiner at the U.S.
Post Office, Anderson, S.C.
29621.
AGRONOMY CLUB
The Agronomy Club will
have its final meeting of the
semester Monday at 7 p.m. in
Room A-202 of the P&A Building.
Fred Morris, a junior
industrial engineering major,
will speak on "Pro-Americanism vs. Communism."Mr.
Morris is a member of the
Young Republicans Club and
the Young Americans for

corbin

ISC RUSH
On Dec. 2 at 7 p.m., the
officers of the Inter-Sorority
Council will put on a short
skit explaining rush rules, bidding procedures, and pledging season of the sororities.
Ti me will be given to answering questions after the skit.
All prospective sorority
pledges should attend this
meeting.

C & D Appliance
Company
FRIGIDAIRE
APPLIANCES
SALES & SERVICE
Phone 646-3550
Pen die ton, S. C.

damon • heathmoore
coxmoore • thane

bass • london fog

cordially invites you to its

gleneagles, alligator, clubman
nottingham • burlington

Sunday afternoon
canterbury
November 24th
Two to Six o'clock

txmlUtB & JytUman
downtown clemson

AFROTC CEREMONY
On Monday at 4 p.m. on
Bowman Field, Charles D.
Ethredge will of the AFROTC
Detachment 770 Cadet Wing
from George R. Creech. Four
outstanding AFROTC Cadet
awards will be presented, and
the Best-Drilled Flight will be
named. There will be a fly-by
of three training aircraft piloted by Flight Instruction Program cadets during the cere•monies.

ARMY ROTC
APPLICATIONS
All students wishing to enroll in the Army ROTC advanced program for next semester are reminded to contact
the MSIII committee in the
Army ROTC Building immediately in order to make all
final preparations for application to the advanced program.

BASKETBALL TICKETS
Students are reminded that
from now on their student activity cards will serve as tickets
of admission to all of Clemson's home basketball games
unless otherwise announced.
The cards may be presented
at the door for free admission.

METHODISTS HOST
SPEAKER
Dr. Paul Hardin III, president of Wofford College, will
be guest speaker at the Clemson United Methodist Church
Sunday at the 11 a.m. service.

CAR WASH
The YMCA will have a car
wash in the parking lot behind
the Y on Friday afternoon
from 1 to 5. The cost will be
$1.25 per car.

FOREIGN FILM
"The Bridge,"aGermanfiln
with English subtitles, will be
shown on Dec. 2 at 7 p.m. in
the CE Auditorium. This film,
based on the novel by Manfred
Gregor, was nominated for an
Academy Award.

Reddy To Rock

hirdes

Morgan's Flowers and Gifts

Christmas Open House

BARBECUE
The Poultry Science Club
and the Agronomy Club will
jointly sponsor a barbecue
Saturday starting at 10 a.m.
A plate, including half a
chicken, will be $1.50.

STUDENT POET
Andy Velechenko, a freshman engineering major from
Flemington, N.J., has had an
untitled poem accepted for
publication by the National
Poetry Press. Mr. Velechenko's poem will appear in the
fall edition of "The College
Student's Poetry Anthology."
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Someone you know needs U.S.0. \j\
U.S.O. gets no government funds, is supported
only by your contributions through your United Fund
or Community Chest. Give now. U.S.O. depends on it.
And be sorry that's all you can do.

Freedom organization.
Officers for 1969 will be
elected at this meeting. All
undergraduate
agronomy
students are hereby notified
that their attendance at this
final meeting of 1968 is mandatory.

Reddy Kilowatt never misses a party. In fact, without him, things would be pretty dull. Think of it: no stereos, televisions, electric guitars or ice cubes.
Thanks to Reddy there are over 160 flameless electric servants that make modern living comfortable,economical and fun. When you have a home of your
own, there will probably be even more than that.

